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studies of plant closure and worker displacement have examdned 

the more quantifiable impacts of these events. Rarely have these 

studies touched on the subjective impacts of worker displacement. One 

such impact is on the identity of the worker. People form major parts 

of their identities around the work which they do. Thus, when they face 

a change in their work there is also a change in their identities. This 

study has focused on how workers have managed their identities in light 

of their displacement due to the closures of a brewery and a distillery 

in southern Ontario. 

It was found that workers maintained their social identities 

while changing their personal identities. It was also discovered that 

personal identities could be sub-divided into qualitatively different 

categories: positional attributes associated with role, and personal 

qualities associated with one's broader character. These sub-groups 

were altered in the identity management process but the catalyst for 

each change was different. 

In all, this thesis contributes to the understanding of the 

subjective elements of plant closure and worker displacement. There are 

several avenues for further study indicated by the findings of this 

project. 
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are responsible for input of various kinds into the writing of this 

thesis. 

I would like to thank my spouse, Alisha, for her support on 

this project. She has admirably taken on the nultiple roles of co

worker and companion, critIC and supporter, parent of our children and 

pseudo-parent to me. our children, Joshua and Isaak, have been as 

patient and understanding as pre-schoolers can be. I apologize to you 

for the many times I had to work when you wanted to play. 
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I never saw too many people who weren't proud of the 
fact that they worked at Labatt's because it 
automatically pegged you as someone who had a good 
job and worked for a big, high profile company and 
made decent lOOney IOOre than anything else. For a 
lot of people, that is a judgmental factor for where 
you sort of sit in the scheme of things (Brewing 
Department Employee - Labatt's). 

It has been well argued and accepted that we form a large part 

of our identities around the work which we do. It follows from this 

statement that when we encounter a change in our work, we will undergo a 

subsequent, and perhaps proportional, change in our identity. With the 

increasing volatility and pace of change in our econo~, the examination 

of how people manage the transitions from one work situation to another 

has become increasingly inportant. The plant closure 11 terature to this 

point has examined the impact of displacement on workers and 

communities, but has stopped short of examining the ways in which 

workers manage their lives after being displaced. The difference 

between examining impacts and eXamining management lies in the enphasis 

placed on the view of the worker as an actor in the process of 

displacement. This study begins with the assumption that displacement 

has an impact on workers and that the impact varies by age, gender and 

race & ethnici ty. It proceeds to examine the less studied question of 
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how workers' identities change as a result of displacement. While the 

focus of this study is on workers managing their identities, it is 

necessarily placed in the context of how they manage their lives in 

light of the plant closures. This is because identity is formed and 

communicated through everyday living. 
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To begin this inquiry, I will detail the methods which were 

used to gather the data, explain the choice of research subjects, 

introduce the sample of workers and layout the methods which were used 

in this study. In order to conceptualize the problem of worker 

displacement and identity management, it is necessary to engage several 

bodies of the scholarly literature. The literature on plant closure and 

worker displacement provides a background to this thesis. I will 

indicate how the two closures under investigation compare to the 

literature. The research on unemployment provides a bridge between the 

literature on worker displacement and on identity. The final relevant 

body of literature involves the themes of identity and identity 

management. The latter provides the conceptual framework for this 

study. The findings of this report detail how workers changed or 

maintained their identities or aspects of their identity as they managed 

the transition from one work setting to another. Finally, I will 

discuss the implications of identity transition and worker displacement. 



OIOOSING THE HEl'HOD 

The problems associated with the exarrdnation of things such as 

identity, which are essentially manifested internally or non-visibly, 

span a great period of time. Some 2000 years ago, James (James 2:18 

NIV~), a Biblical writer, suggested a solution to just such a problem. 

He wrote, "But someone will say, 'You have faith; I have deeds.' Show 

me your faith without deeds, and I will show you my faith by what I do". 

Sirrdlarly and more recently, George Herbert Mead (1936:396) suggested 

that we can study the rrdnd by studying the individual's behavioral 

responses to internal attitudes. Rick Fantasia (1988:11) holds that 

"analyses of class consciousness should be based on actiOns, 

organizational capabilities, institutional arrangements, and the values 

that arise within them, rather than on attitudes abstracted from the 

context of social action". The point which the above authors are 

indicating is that internal manifestations such as faith, rrdnd, and 

consciousness influence our actions. Thus by exarrdning actions we can 

assess that which is not directly available for study. However, in 

spite of the fact that the same solution to this problem has been 

proposed again and again, SOCiologists still use attitudinal survey 

1 New International Version of the Bible. 
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research in order to assess identity. Devine's (1992:231) outline of a 

debate regarding which social identities are most salient indicates that 

methodology -- attitudinal questionnaire construction -- is one of the 

key issues on which the debate hinges. Thus, the best approach to 

studying identity is to avoid research based on attitudes and to examdne 

the behaviour of individuals. 

What, then, is the best way to examdne the behaviour of 

individuals? Burman (1988) effectively used open-ended, focused 

interviews in his study of the experiences of the unemployed. 

Certainly, if we want to know what displaced workers do after a plant 

shutdown, then we must ask those workers. Allowing them to develop 

their own ideas around what they did after being displaced will aid the 

analysis of the data as respondents make their own connections between 

their actions, their emotions, and their identities. 

In order to establish the background to the plant closures and 

the order of events, I examdned newspaper clipping files in the Grace 

Schmddt Archives of the Kitchener Public Library, an archive dedicated 

to the history of the waterloo Region. These files helped establish the 

order of events and some of the issues surrounding each of the closures. 

More importantly, from these files I was able to glean some of the names 

of people wno were affected by the closings. 

Following Burman I s exarrple, I have used an open-ended, focused 

interview technique in which respondents were allowed to talk at length 

about thelr experiences surrounding their displacement. The 

interviewees were loosely guided by a set of questions (see appendix) 
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developed from the litera~ure on displacement and on identity. This 

guide was refined primarily in the first few interviews, allowing the 

displaced workers to partiCipate in the formation of the study itself. 

The original question guideline consisted of three pages of questions 

based on the themes in the literature and on the preliminary research. 

I selected questiOns from the list and asked the respondents to be open 

concerning their reactions to ~ line of questioning. At times the 

respondents indicated that I was asking "kind of a stupid question". 

Questions which used terms like "identity" and "consciousness" were 

largely unfruitful. COnversely, questions such as: "Do you think you 

have changed as a result of the closing'?" elicited corrments which 

focused on identity without using that particular term. 

'Jlhe ini~ial interviewees also familiarized me with the argot 

used by enployees. This enabled me to both understand subsequent 

corrments more readily and to communicate as a peer rather than an 

outsider. I believe that ~ personal background-in construction and 

factory work also helped in this regard. I did present ~elf as an 

academic doing research in the area of displaced workers but I seemed to 

be treated as an exception, as the following quote indicates: 

I worked with a bunch of university guys at Labatt's 
through the sumners and whatever. They had degrees 
as long as their arm but they had about an eighth of 
an inch of common sense when it came to doing a 
simple job. Nothing against you personally. I know 
a lot of guys with grade eight that got more brains 
than a PhD (Labatt's - Bottling). 

One interviewee suggested that I ask what brand of beer people 

were drinking now. This proved to be a rewarding question since many 
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former employees were boycotting the products of Labatt's and Seagram's. 

I had decided not to examine the impact of the closure on those Labatt's 

employees who transferred to other Labatt's breweries. However, the 

respondents from Labatt1s indicated that the way in which the transfers 

were handled by the company was a major source of bitterness for those 

who were not transferred • Subsequently, a line of questioning regarding 

the transfers also proved to be useful. 

Having determined an initial method for tackling the research 

problem, research subjects had to be chosen. I decided to interview 

workers from two closed plants in waterloo, Ontario, canada -- the 

original distillery of Joseph E. Seagram and Sons and a brewery owned by 

Labatt Brewing of canada. 1 interviewed officials of the Distillery, 

Wine, and Allied Workers union which represented the Seagram's2 hourly 

employees and the United Food and Commercial Workers union which 

represented the majority of Labatt's hourly employees 3
• FUrther, I 

interviewed company representatives from Labatt's and Seagram's to gain 

a balanced perspective of the situation. Along the way, I gathered 

available physical evidence in the form of newspaper articles, 

2 The possessive forms of the company names (Seagram's and 
Labatt 's) are used in roost references. Yllile this is inconsistent with 
grammatical rules, it is how the former workers and those in the wider 
community referred to these establishments. 

3 The seven stationary engineers employed by Labatt's were 
represented by a separate union, the International Order of Operating 
Engineers. 
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newsletters, seniority lists, flyers and notices which were pertinent to 

the closings. 

The closing of the Seagram's distillery was announced in the 

Fall of 1990 with the closing being completed by the end of 1992. The 

announcement of the closing of the Labatt's brewery came in the spring 

of 1992 and the closing was completed by ndd-November of that same year. 

The choice of these two plants was justified for several reasons such as 

the timing of the shutdowns relative to the interviews, and the 

similarities and differences between the plants. 

The tindng of the closures relative to the interviews was 

important for three reasons. First, it was important to allow enough 

time for the full impact of the closure to be realized by the affected 

workers. Perrucci's (1988:149) study of plant closure, which was 

completed soon after the shutdown of RCA in Monticello, Indiana, noted 

that the analysis of the impact of the closure was limdted because some 

of the employees had no~ yet exhausted their unemployment benefits and 

thus had not experienced the full impact of the closure at the time the 

research was done. Second, it was essential that not too much time had 

lapsed between the closures and the interviews. OVer time people would 

forget important elements of their experience. Third, because the focus 

of this study is on the transition of identities from one work situation 

to another it was important to leave enough time for people to become 

established in a new work setting. Two years seemed to be the optimal 

amount of time to meet the above criteria. In that time everyone had 

exhausted their unemployment benefits, training courses were completed, 
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some had experienced what could be classified as long-term unemployment, 

some had experienced several job transitions, and many had become 

established in new jobs. 

The Labatt's brewery and the Seagram's distillery shared some 

inportant features which are relevant to this study. Primarily, they 

shared the same local economy, thus the workers displaced by the 

closings faced essentially the same job prospects. The workforces at 

each of these plants had a similar occupational and ethnic makeup. The 

majority of worKers were highly-paid, unskilled labourers or semi

skilled machine operators. 'I'hese were supplemented by a group of 

skilled tradespeople holding certificates of qualification as 

millwrights, electricians, stationary engineers, etc. Both plants 

employed, almost exclusively, white, English-speaking canadians of 

European descent. The workers enjoyed excellent working conditions, 

fringe benefits, and what seemed to be secure, life-long employment. 

There were also similarities in the closing of the plants. 

Both companies offered a lengthy period of advanced notice and made 

provisions for retraining and job search assistance. Most of the 

buildings which housed the two plants were demolished, thus there was no 

hope of reopening. 

The relevant differences between the two plants include the 

gender composition of the workforces and the orderliness of the 

closings. The Labatt's brewery production employees were almost all 

men, while at Seagram I s approximately half of the workers were women, 

primarily unskilled or semi-skilled labourers employed in the packaging 



department. There were no women holding certificates of qualification 

in a trade. Pertaining to the orderliness of the closures, the 

Seagram's closing was relatively uneventful, while the Labatt's closing 

was marked by reports of vandalism and picketing over the severance 

packages given to the hourly workers and the criteria for the transfer 

of enployees. 

9 

The similarities and differences between the two plants 

provide an excellent opportunity to study the effects of plant closings 

and in particular the shift in identity which accompanies a shift in 

one's work context. The differences will allow some comparison between 

the two closures. The similar characteristics hold constant several 

factors which otherwise could be considered as intervening variables in 

the relationship between displacement and identity management. Thus any 

differences in the responses from the two plants or from groups within 

the plants would more likely be the result of the closure rather than 

the local economy, occupational groups, ethnic background, provision of 

advanced notice, etc. It is possible that these similarities make the 

sample less representative of plant closures in general. However, in 

comparing the closures under investigation to the literature on plant 

closings and worker displacement I have no reason to believe that these 

closures are much different from closures in general. 

CHOOSING THE SNt?LE 

The names of initial interviewees were obtained from newspaper 

articles. I contacted those whose names I could find in the telephone 
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book. Each interviewee was asked for the names of other former 

employees to which I could be referred. I was careful to obtain 

interviews from all of the major departments in each company. In total, 

21 interviews (not including union or company representatives) were 

conducted, ten from Seagram's and eleven from Labatt's. Seven skilled 

tradespeople were interviewed, all male, and 14 unskilled or semdskilled 

\ooIOrkers, ten men and four \ooIOmen. The ages of the interviewees ranged 

from 2'1 to 55 years at the time of the interview. The years of 

seniority for these interviewees ranged from four to 26. 

In order to get an idea of how other \ooIOrkers displaced by 

these closings were faring, I asked each interviewee about the 

situations of others they knew. Some of this information was also 

publ ished in newspaper articles and company newsletters. For the few 

respondents who turned down interviews, 1 took notes on the phone 

conversations which we had. All of those refusing interviews talked at 

length about tneir exper ience and the reasons for their refusal. In 

each case the refusal was due to the bitterness which the individual 

still felt toward the company. 

The former employees of Seagram's and Labatt's do not 

represent typical displaced \ooIOrkers. They more adequately represent the 

displaced \ooIOrkers who are most fortunate in respect to the amount of 

advanced notice they were given and the severance packages they 

receiVed. They are also representative of workers affected by the shift 

in the economy away from high wage, primary sector, manufacturing jobs. 

Further, the sample of workers chosen for this study represents those 
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who, for the most part, have been able to find new employment. I did 

not seek to interview those who chose to retire, nor those who were 

transferred to the Toronto or London breweries in the case of the 

Labatt's closing. It is apparent that there are shifts in identity for 

both of these latter groups, but in each case there is a separate set of 

issues with which to deal and thus those groups are best left to a 

separate, perhaps subsequent study. I did not go into detail concerning 

the unemployment experiences of this group of workers. A study of 

unemploymen~ and identity has already been masterfully undertaken by 

Patrick Burman (1988). In sum, the people chosen for this study are 

those who could relate their experiences pertaining to the transition 

from one work situation to another resulting from a plant closing. 



Plant closings must be viewed in a wider context of shifting 

economdes and globalization. The impact of closures ranges from 

individual worker displacement to the rending of the social fabric of 

the community. There are also several issues arising within the process 

of a plant closure which mediate the impact which a closure may have. 

The wider context, the impact and the issues surrounding plant closures 

are the themes examdned in this chapter. 

~c 'lRANSITICWS - THE HIICRO <XBlEXT 

The economdes of our time are undergoing massive alteration. 

These changes, broadly speaking, are transformations of the scale of 

economdc enterpr ise as well as changes in the focus or product of 

enterprises. Increasingly, a smaller number of companies are employing 

a greater proportion of the work force. Rinehart (1987:71) notes that 

in canada, almost 90% of all people in the labour force work for someone 

else. This state of overwhelmdng dependence on others for employment is 

a striking contrast to the situation only a century ago when independent 

producers were numerically domdnant. As large companies engage in 

processes of globalization and deindustrialization (discussed below) 

more and more people are at risk of losing their jobs. 
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There has also been a shift from an agricultural and 

extractive economy to one based on manufacturing and, more recently, the 

shift has been to a service economy. The percentage of the labour force 

employed in manufacturing has declined slightly during this century, 

while the percentage of those engaged in the tertiary sector has 

skyrocketed from 28% in 1901 to nearly 10% in 1981 (Rinehart, 

1981:14££) • 

Yilile the manufacturing sector in canada has not been 

experiencing growth, the same cannot be said for manufacturing globally. 

Indeed, the growth of nultinational corporations and advances in 

transportation and telecommunications has allowed the formation of 

intricate global commodity chains which link geographically distant 

players in commodity production and dis~ribution (Gereffi & 

Korzeniewicz, 1994). In the globalization process, unskilled factory 

jobs are often relocated to regions where wages and other overhead costs 

are lower. Bluestone and Harrison (1982) use the term 

"deindustrialization" to describe the diversion of funds from investment 

in fixed capital in established industrial regions (ie. North America) 

to foreign investment and to corporate reorganization: 

By deinciustrialization is meant a widespread, 
systematic disinvestment in the nation's basic 
productive capacity. Controversial as it may be, 
the essential problem with the U. S. economy can be 
traced to the way capital--in the forms of financial 
resources and of real plant and equipment--has been 
diverted from productive investment in our basic 
national industries into unproductive speculation, 
mergers and acquisitions, and foreign investment. 
Left behind are shuttered factories, displaced 
workers, and a newly emerging group of ghost towns 
(Bluestone & Harrison, 1982:6). 



As Bluestone and Harrison indicate, the economdc decisions 

made by top level executives in a large corporation have an impact on 

the communities and individuals whose lives are intertwined with the 

ongoing business focus of the company. The cost of that impact is not 

borne by the decision-makers but rather by workers who, in many cases, 

are acknowledged as excellent employees, and a community which is 

otherwise supportive of the particular firm. 

'.ftle W:iter 100 Context 
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The context of the closings at Seagram's and Labatt's in 

waterloo is consistent with the deindustrialization thesis proposed by 

Bluestone and Harrison (1982). The Seagram's corporation had invested 

heavily in DuPont, a chemical company. More recently, Seagram's has 

sold its 20% share in that company to acquire MCA Inc. in the 

entertainment industry (K-W Record, April 10, 1990:Al,2). As the 

profitability of the distilling industry in canada has dimdnished due to 

the decline of consumption and the increase in taxation on liquor 

(Hamara & DeRuyter, 1990), seagram's sought to shift its focus to other, 

more profitable industries. DuPont was a net provider of capital for 

the company for 14 years. The 80% investment in MCA Inc. is expected to 

be more profitable than DuPont in the long-term but a net user of cash 

in the short-run, thus requiring the company to tighten its belt in 

other areas (K-W Record, April 10, 1995:Al,2). The closing of the 

original plant in waterloo can be seen in this context. Ten years 

before the closing, the plant was deemed to be "sacrosanct" by Charles 

Bronfman, then Chair of the company. "You're dealing with something 
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that lives and breathes. The important thing in the plant is the 

quality of the people. They have an old-fashioned work ethic and a hell 

of a lot of pride in what they're doing" (Ries, 1990). Thus, the 

closing of the plant in waterloo was not due to internal production 

faults, but to external econonUc conditions. 

The Labatt's closing was also due to external econonUc 

factors. Prior to announcing the closing, Hugo Powell (PreSident, 

Labatt Breweries of canada) stated that the waterloo workforce was the 

most efficient of all the Labatt brewing operations. The econonUc event 

that preCipitated the corporate belt-tightening in this case was an 

amalgamation of Labatt's two largest canadian competitors, Molson's and 

carling's. Molson bought carling and thus became canada's largest 

brewer, a designation previously held by Labatt's. Molson's closed nine 

breweries across canada. Labatt's has closed three breweries and 

reorganized its management and sales departments, cutting 675 jobs 

(Feschuk, 1993; Strauss, 1992). other reasons given for the overhaul of 

the canadian beer giants are the removal of trade barriers between the 

provinces and between canada and the u.s., and declining beer 

consumption (DeRuyter & Ries, 1992). Interestingly, John Labatt LinUted 

has also invested in the entertainment industry with shares in the 

Toronto Blue Jays baseball team (45%), and specialty broadcasting 

companies such as TSN (The Sports Network - 100%) and its French

language affiliate ROS (Le Reseau de Sports), the Discovery Channel 

(80%), and Dome Productions (100%) (John Labatt Limdted, 1994 Annual 

Report). 
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In each case, the waterloo plants of Labatt's and Seagram's 

were deemed to represent "excess capacity" in each conpany's productive 

capability. In the 1994 Annual Report of John Labatt Limited, the 

parent conpany of Labatt Brewer ies of canada, Hugo Powell wrote, "OUr 

goal is to be cost-competitive in all canadian markets. In fiscal 1992 

and 1993 we eliminated about $50 million in expenses through actions 

such as better capacity utilization" (1994:5). In essence, Seagram's 

and Labatt's have "disinvested in their basic productive capacity" an 

action which Bluestone and Harrison (1982:6) term "deindustrialization". 

Meanwhile, back in waterloo, this disinvestment has had a profound 

irrpact on the former errployees of Labatt' s and Seagram's. 

THE IHPACr (F PLlINT ~ 

Many studies have examined the impact of plant closures on 

workers and their communities. The immediate and most obvious impact of 

a plant closure is the loss of jobs to individual workers directly 

errployed by the conpany. Although the loss of a job nay in one sense be 

a problem that each worker must deal with individually, such "private 

troubles" (Mills, 1959) are seldom isolated. Workers are parts of 

families, friendship networks, organizations, and communities. Private 

troubles, then, affect more than simply the individual. Thus we must 

keep in mind the "ripple effect" which a closing may have on workers, 

families, networks, communities, etc. Broadly speaking, we can separate 

the various impacts of plant closures into two categories. The first 

deals with the impact of closures on the workers and their families. 



The second deals with the impact of closures on the community of which 

the workers are a part. 
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The first impact which the worker likely experiences is a loss 

of income. Re-employment does not necessarily rectify this situation. 

Depending on the economdc situation of the region, workers may only be 

able to find jobs which pay less than their former enployment. It may 

be a job for which they are overqualified or it may be part-time, 

seasonal, or temporary work. In any case, there continues to be a loss 

of income after re-employment and in the latter cases the problem of 

underemployment arises (Eleen & Bernardine, 1971; Bluestone & Harrison, 

1982; Perrucci et al, 1988). 

The family's acquired wealth is affected by a loss of income 

over a prolonged perioa of time. The severity of the loss also affects 

family wealth. Minimally, workers and their famdlies may reduce 

spending and they may not be able to save as rruch as previously. As 

economdc troubles become more severe, people may/begin to deplete their 

savings in order to make ends meet. Long-term loss of income may result 

in the forfeiture of famdly assets, such as cars, homes, etc. Even in 

the absence of objective measures of economdc loss, the subjective 

perception of economdc distress is still a tangible problem for the 

victims of plant closures (Eleen & Bernardine, 1971; Bluestone & 

Harrison, 1982). 

The impact of plant closures on workers does not end with 

direct economdc effects. Research shows that a job loss due to plant 

closure may have a definite effect on one's physical and mental health. 
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Physical problerrs may include increased propensity to heart disease, 

ulcers, respiratory problerrs, diabetes, and gout. Mental and emotional 

problerrs associated with closings include depression, anxiety, 

aggression, and substance abuse. These problems are not limited to the 

individual worker, as other farrdly members may also be susceptible to 

any of these maladies. Further, incidents of child and spouse abuse 

increase in families of displaced workers. Finally, beyond physical and 

emotional problems, workers are often left with increased feelings of 

alienation toward the establishment both locally and nationally (Eleen & 

Bernardine, 1971; Bluestone & Harrison, 1982; Perrucci et al, 1988). 

The impact of a plant closure on a community goes beyond the 

impact on individual workers. A spin-off of the loss of income for 

workers is that there is less money spent at local businesses. A more 

direct impact of a plant closing is the loss of contracts to suppliers 

of the company. If the econorrUc setback to the community is severe 

enough, there will be more business closures, resulting in even more 

displaced workers (Eleen & Bernardine, 1971; Bluestone & Harrison, 1982; 

Perrucci et aI, 1988). 

Public revenues decline as personal and corporate income taxes 

decrease. As these revenues disappear the demand for services, in the 

form of unenployment insurance and welfare benefits, increases. There 

is also a decline in charitable donations from both individual and 

corporate sources. Lastly, there is a qualitative change in the 

community attitude which is sirrUlar to that found in the worker. The 

social fabr ic of a cornruni ty is weakened by a plant closure, with the 
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magni tude of the inpact being directly related to the predominance of 

the plant in the community (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982; Perrucci et aI, 

1988) • 

Thus, the inpact of a plant closing is not isolated to those 

losing employment at the plant. There is a broad, and possibly 

devastating, impact on individuals, their families and communities. A 

study of the adaptation of workers to a plant closing must, then, 

acknowledge the broader social context of the impact of plant closings, 

taking into account the interaction of the individual with significant 

others, with groups and with the community as a whole. 

The Inpact of the waterloo Closings 

The production employees of Labatt's and Seagram's in waterloo 

were among the most highly paid blue collar workers in the region. Few 

of these people have been able to find work which pays as well as their 

former employment. For those who did find work at a comparable wage, 

most still experienced a loss of wages in the interim period. The 

exception to this has been those with certificates of qualification as 

electriCians, millwrights, engineers, etc. These people were generally 

able to find work at a comparable wage in a shorter period of time 

compared to those who were not skilled tradespeople. However, the 

working conditions which most of these faced were not on a level with 

the excellent conditions experienced at Labatt's and Seagram's. The 

loss of seniority and paid vacation was also a major blow for long-term 

employees. 

OUr parents and stuff like that, they've have had 
jobs for so long. once you have fourteen years in a 
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place - it was almost half ~ life, kind of thing, 
at that time. [Spouse: Starting allover again at 
the bottom of the totem pole.] Yeah, that's the 
hard part, is losing all your seniority, and even 
where 1 am now, the benefits aren't near as good 
(warehouse - Seagram's). 

Some, especially among the tradespeople, found that they had to work 

harder and longer but could make the same amount of money or perhaps a 
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little more. Most had to settle for harder work and significantly less 

remuneration. 

The former employees of both companies were given a severance 

package including remuneration commensurate to their seniority. 

Seagram's production workers were given 2 weeks pay for every year of 

service with a five year minimum payou~. Labatt's production workers 

received approximately 1 1/2 weeks for each year of service. Under the 

rules for unemployment insurance, however, the number of weeks 

represented by this severance payment had to elapse before the 

unemployed worker could collect unemployment insurance benefits. Thus 

the severance package was a boon to those who could find work quickly 

and an extension of the advanced notice period for those who were 

unemployed for longer periods of time. Some people sought to skirt this 

rule by finding a tenporary job quickly in order to "protect their 

severance." Once they had enough weeks at their new job to qualify for 

unemployment on that basis they could collect unemployment insurance 

benefits (possibly at a lower rate, however) without penalty. 

The impact on accumulated wealth began for some once their 

severance was exhausted. At this point they could collect the maximum 

unemployment insurance benefits at a rate which was about half of their 
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former wage. Financial comndtments often exceeded the benefit received 

and thus savings were beginning to be depleted before the unemployment 

insurance claim was exhausted. An accelerated inpact on wealth began 

for the long-term unemployed after their unemployment benefits had been 

exhausted. Most employees had been able to invest in retirement 

savings plans and thus, for those who could not find work for an 

extensive period of time, they did not qualify for welfare payments 

until those savings had been almost exhausted. 

Even for those who were able to find work quickly and those 

who successfully sought to protect their severance, anxiety concerning 

money was a new problem for them, one which they now deal with daily 

(c.f. Perrucci et aI, 1988:75). other emotional and relational problems 

encountered by, and attributed to the closings by former Seagram's and 

Labatt's employees included depression, marital breakdowns, and 

increased alcohol use and abuse. 

I look at different situations that I ~now some of 
the guys went through and everything else, and maybe 
I didn't fair that bad. You know, some of them had 
emotional break downs. other ones lost their 
marriages (Brewing - Labatt's). 

In the bottle shop, girls that never drank before, 
snuck booze. We had this one part of our washroom 
that had a little cabinet, like a vanity with doors 
underneath. It never used to have liquor in it and 
it always did after that point. And then, like 
Christmas or shut down, or any special occasion, 
there'd be a few people that didn't drink normally, 
that would start drinking during the day. But after 
the plant closure announcement, almost everybody was 
loaded. How the lines ever ran and that no one ever 
got hurt is amazing (Bottling - Seagram's). 
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In addition, many workers still harbour a certain amount of bitterness 

toward their former employers for what they perceive to be a betrayal --

they had expected life-long employment. Most often this bitterness is 

manifested in a boycott of the conpany's products. Some also boycott 

the products of the other conpany because of "what they did to the 

cormuni ty" or because they knew someone from the other plant. This 

wider boycott was expressed more by Seagram's employees who felt that 

the Labatt's workers were not treated as well as they were. 

Respondents from both conpanies reported that their family 

ment:>ers were also devastated by the news of the closing. In some cases, 

family members were more anxious about the job loss than the displaced 

worker. 

There was initial shock but I really wasn't as bad 
as everybody else in my family. They were worried 
about everything more than I was. I remerrt>er my 
youngest daughter came to me and said, "Dad, are we 
going to be poor now?" You know, stuff like that. 
I said, "No, we'll do fine" because I've always felt 
that I can get another job. And a decent one at 
that (Maintenance - Seagram's). 

Some families reported that high levels of stress continued to be 

experienced in the household's everyday activities. This was the case 

even when the displaced worker had found a relatively good job and had 

not experienced a long period of unemployment. 

The wider impact of the closings on the cormunity is 

represented in several ways. First, the loss in tax revenue is 

substantial. Seagram's alone paid about $1 million in nunicipal taxes 

each year (Hamara & DeRuyter, 1990). Second, the loss of income to 

employees meant reduced spending in the cormunity. Seagram's payroll 
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aroounted to $7.5 million annually, which would primarily have been spent 

locally as roost enployees lived in the area (Hamara & DeRuyter, 1990). 

Third, Seagram's and the brewery which Labatt's operated· had long 

histories in waterloo. With the closings, that tradition all but 

ended 5
• Finally, the physical core of downtown waterloo was profoundly 

altered by the closings. For over a century, the brewery and distillery 

were located within one block of each other and directly neighbouring 

the downtown core. With the closing, roost of the buildings were 

deroolished, except for a few structures designated as historically 

significant. The rerooval of these buildings from the six acre Labatt's 

site and the eleven acre Seagram's property has drastically altered the 

skyline of waterloo. 

ISSUES SlBROlfiDING PI.JWf CLOSlIU!:S 

There are several issues surrounding plant closures which are 

prominent in the literature. The first of these is9ues pertains to the 

technical aspects of plant closure: advance notice, retraining, re-

education, and relocation of displaced workers. The second group of 

issues deals with the impact which plant closings have on segments of 

4 Labatt's was a newcomer to waterloo having purchased the brewery 
in 1977. Prior to that the brewery had been owned by carling's, which 
took over the brewery from the founding Kuntz fandly. 

5 Some of the tradition lives on in historical legacies. The Kuntz 
house is the original brewers home. The Seagram Museum, which 1s not 
officially affiliated with the company whose name it bears, is dedicated 
to the history of distilling in canada. For roore details on the history 
of the distillery and brewery, see the appendix. 
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the population. The impact of plant closings vary depending on one's 

age, gender and race or ethnicity. 

Technical Aspects Of Plant Closure 

The issues of advanced notice, retraining, re-education, and 

relocation are generally related to discussions of the length of 

unemployment, probability of re-employment, and the level of earnings in 

subsequent jobs for displaced workers. 

Advanced Not:ice 

The argument for companies giving employees advanced notice of 

the plant closing states that this period of time gives displaced 

workers, along with supporting community groups and government agencies, 

time to search for new employment, engage in retraining and educational 

opportunities and to otherwise prepare for the closure (Bluestone & 

Harrison, 1982:242-3). Nord & Ting (1991:688) found that the earnings 

losses and length of unemployment were reduced for displaced workers as 
'" 

long as the advanced notification period exceeded 60 days. Howland 

(1988:138-42) contends that, given advanced notice, workers who quit 

before the cloSing reduce their wage losses and duration of 

unent>loyment. 

Labatt's and Seagram's gave their employees advanced notice in 

excess of the minill1llTl four months required by the canada Labour Code 

(Martin, 1987:242). The Seagram's closing was spread out over a two 

year period due to the requirements of the distilling process. The 

first people to leave the plant had approximately six months notice, the 
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last had over two years. Labatt' s gave six roonths advanced notice, 

which was not required by the brewing process. They continued full 

production until the closing, even adding a third shift to increase 

production in the summer roonths -- a normal happening in the waterloo 

plant. According to the Nord & Ting (1991) study, the length of 

advanced notice should have reduced the length of unenployment and 

earnings losses. However, this relationship must be mediated by the 

extent to which employees chose to prepare for the closing. 

Some employees used this period to take courses and to 

register businesses which they intended to start when the plant closed. 

Many began sending out resumes. others began networking in the hopes of 

accessing a job through a friend or relative. This is how many of them 

initially got their jobs at Seagram's and Labatt's. 

1 think the only thing we started doing is really, 
anybody you'd meet, you'd start kind of putting the 
hint in there that you're going to be needing a job. 
So, "Do you know anybody that ••• " But we really 
didn't .•• Like I said, it took so long fo~ it to 
sink in, even when I was done (Bottling -
Seagram's) . 

The few who left early did so in order to accept new positions. This is 

a logical explanation for Howland's (1988) finding that quitting early 

lowered earnings losses and length of unemployment. A significant group 

of the soon-to-be-displaced workers also did nothing or very little in 

preparation for the closing: 

I just tried not to think about it until the place 
was closed. Sit back after it was closed and then 
try to figure out what I was going to do, where I 
was going to go. I didn't let it worry me (Bottling 
- Labatt' s ) • 



You couldn't really dedicate 100% to it until you 
were relieved of your duties there because you still 
had a comndtment to go there to get paid money to 
survi ve • I just wanted it to be over with and 
towards the end everybody else did as well (Bottling 
- Labatt' s) • 

There were some who put off doing anything because they felt they had 
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excellent prospects and thus would have no problem finding work once ~he 

plant closed. others felt that the plant would somehow remain open --

that there would be a last ndnute reprieve: 

Actually I used to drive truck before so I thought I 
had the world by the bag. I had all these prospects 
and all that. So I just put them on the back burner 
and thought I'd be alright and then they just didn't 
happen like that. I thought it would be a lot 
easier for me to find errployrMnt in what I wanted 
and it just didn't turn out that way (Production -
Seagram's) • 

I think we kept, "Well naybe it won't actually 
happen." You want to just grasp on to anything, 
like God -- a ligh~ning bolt will strike the 
Montreal plant and it will burn down. I don't know. 
I think you just kept thinKing that "Maybe" -- and 
nobody really said a lot but -- "Maybe it won't 
happen." It's just l1ke the big layoff list. 
"Maybe it won't really come down to you~" So I 
think that ndght have been part of it too, that you 
knew it was, but you didn't really accept it right 
away (Bottling - Seagram's). 

These statements suggest that there is not a direct relationship between 

advanced notice and earning losses and length of unenployment. The 

benefit of advanced notice for employees was lindted to the extent that 

people chose to take advantage of that period to prepare. At ndnillllIT\, 

the workers gained six or more months of wages at a rate which many 

would not see again. 
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Weber & Taylor (1987:135-8) report that there are problems 

associated with advanced notification of plant closures. The 

disadvantages appear to be for management as opposed to the advantages 

which are primarily for the workers. The two major problems that 

companies fear in giving advanced notification are the loss of 

efficiency in the remaining period of production and the impact on the 

orderliness of the closing. The fear of a loss of productivity has been 

shown to be largely unfounded. In some cases producti vi ty has actually 

increased as employees attempt to convince the company to keep the plant 

open. orderliness in closing the plant is a more realistic concern as 

employees may quit before the closing to find or accept new employment. 

Insofar as these "early quits" involve key personnel who are not easily 

replaced temporarily, the problem can become quite acute for plant 

managers. However a mmber of factors, such as severance pay 

eligibility and labour market conditions keep the proportion of early 

quits low. Howland (1988:142) reports that only ~ine percent of 

displaced workers receiving advanced notice quit early. Research into 

the impact of advanced notice given in the closing of the Kelvinator 

plant in London, Ontario, indicated that those who are most likely to 

quit early were office, management and supervisory personnel rather than 

production workers (Portis & Suys, 1970:27). 

The disadvantage of giving advanced notice in the waterloo 

closings was consonant with the findings of Weber & Taylor (1987). 

There was concern regarding the effect on productivity. Many of the 

displaced workers expressed that they did not really care about their 
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work anymore but that they still did their jobs well. others expressed 

amazement at how orderly the closings actually were: 

They still worked the way they always did which was 
a maracle. Right up until they were closing our 
plant, they were closing it on Tuesday and on the 
Friday of the week before, they were asking us 1£ we 
could work overtime on the weekend. You know what I 
mean. I mean, any other place would have already 
had riots. You know how things fall apart towards 
the end of a closure. Like, if it was a GM plant or 
a Ford plant, they probably would have had fire 
bombings and that sort of thing. Whereas, here they 
are asking to work overtime and nothing really 
happened (Brewing - Labatt' s ) • 

The Labatt's plant did close several days before it was scheduled to due 

to low morale and reports of vandalism. Petty theft was reported to be 

a problem at both plants. An increase in alcohol consumption was also 

reported, both during and after work. Consistent with Howland's (1988) 

findings only a few production employees left before the closing to take 

new jobs. The problem of supervisors and managers leaving early was 

more severe (c.f. Portis & Suys, 1970). 

RetIaining & EtJucat:ion 

As stated earlier, advanced notice gives the employees a 

chance to engage in training, education, and job searches prior to 

experiencing a loss of income. Regarding education in general, Nord & 

Ting (1991:688) found that those with more formal schooling were more 

likely to be re-employed at jobs with higher wages and less likely to 

experience earnings losses. They cite several authors who argue that 

more educated workers can "conduct more effective job searches and are 

perceived as being more productive by employers". The type of education 

and training which an individual has is also of some inportance. Those 
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with more marketable skills are a~ an advantage in any given job market. 

Frequently, post-displacement training takes the form of job search 
~-~ 

skill training. This should have a direct impact on both the length of 

unenployment and earnings losses. The actual effect of retraining and 

re-education is somewhat disappointing. Zippay (1991:560) found that 

high levels of unenployment and underemployment persisted among 

displaced workers in Western Pennsylvania, although they were active in 

attempting to acquire new skills. The financing of education and 

training is problematic for displaced workers who often have significant 

financial obligations. Finally, note the problem created for displaced 

industrial workers: if new jobs are not available, what will they 

retrain for? (Perrucci et aI, 1988:5). 

Both Labatt's and Seagram's provided for training and job 

search assistance during the advanced notice period. However, the way 

in which this was provided was very different and yielded very different 

results. Seagram's set up a joint union-management comndttee to assist 

enployees in finding new jobs. Each enployee participated in a paid, 

week-long training course on job-search strategies, resume writing and 

interviewing tips. Courses were also offered in basic computer skills, 

starting a small business, and first aid. The courses were all well-

attended. ~loyees were given financial assistance if they wanted to 

attend courses offered at local schools and community colleges. The 

comndttee also assisted in job placement by soliciting 1200 companies 
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for jobs and distributing resumes for the employees. The interviewees 

indicated that the aid given by Seagram's· was helpful. 

Labatt's gave similar assistance to its salaried employees. 

For the hourly (production) employees, however, Labatt's set up a $1 

mdllion support fund to be adnrlnistered by a comndttee consisting of 

hourly ~rkers. The fund was intended to be used for retraining and job 

search assistance, but the decision as to how it would be used was 

ultimately left to the employees. In the end the money was divided up 

among the hourly employees adding about $6200 to each severance package. 

The fund was more divisive than helpful because the workers could not 

agree on how to best use it. Some employees expressed the opinion that 

the unregulated fund was intended to be divisive in order to keep the 

employees fighting among themselves and not with the company. 

The support fund was not the only point of contention in the 

Labatt's closing. Hourly employees were also upset over the difference 

between their severance and that given to the sal~ied employees, 

especially given the emphasis on the equality of line workers with 

management in the empowerment program being implemented at the waterloo 

plant in the last few years 7 • Another point of contention involved the 

6 Note that the assistance was organized by a joint union
management comndttee. Yet the employees referred to the assistance as 
being provided by the company. 

7 The empowerment program entailed allOwing the production 
employees to have more control over the work process. Employees worked 
in teams with a group leader instead of working under a supervisor. 
Each team was responsible for production in their own area. Recognition 
was given to individuals and departments whose efforts reduced costs or 
increased production. 



transfer of employees to other Labattls plants in London and Toronto. 

Approximately 40 hourly employees from waterloo were eventually 

transferred. The union felt that transfers should be based on 

seniority. The company insisted on utilizing a selection process to 

identify the "best" employees to transfer. While some of those chosen 

were acknowledged to be good employees, it is generally felt by the 

respondents that transfers were chosen because they were visibly 

associated with the empowerment program, not because they were good 

employees. 

The conflict over these issues was perhaps the greatest 

internal reason for the inability of the Labattls Employee Action 

Commdttee (LEAC) to adrrdnister the support fund as it was intended. 
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Many workers did not believe in the committee as it was seen as a 

company-sponsored aid initiative. The union set up a shadow commdttee 

in order to do the same thing that LEAC was supposed to do, but with the 

same lack of results. '!'he inability of either of the Labatt IS 

committees or the Seagram's commdttee to place workers in great numbers 

was due to the economic conditions in the region. Many factories had 

closed or were downsizing at the same time and thus there was a glut of 

blue-collar workers and a dearth of positions open to them. 

Relocat:ion 

The possibility of relocating has the advantage of exposing 

the displaced worker to a larger labour market. Displaced workers who 

relocate in order to find employment, however, are more likely to 

experience longer periods of unemployment than their counterparts who do 
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not move (Nord & Ting, 1991:690). On the other hand, Zippay (1991:563) 

found that those respondents who moved permanently had higher earnings 

and enployment status than those who did not move. The results are not 

inconpatible. Those who relocate are moving into an unfamiliar labour 

market and thus need more time to adjust to the conditions of finding 

work in their new location (Nord & Ting, 1991:690). In Zippay's 

(1991:563-5) study, those who moved had exhausted their local options 

first before moving. Also, there were those who looked for work out of 

town but could not find suitable jobs and then moved back to their 

original location. Thus, those who moved and remained out of town were 

successful in finding rela~ively good jobs. 

Relocation has not been a major issue in the Labatt's and 

Seagram's closings. Many of those who found jobs outside of the region 

have chosen to commute rather than to relocate. others feel that they 

have such strong ties to the area that they have ruled out moving to a 

new area to find work. Some enployees felt that extended family ties 

and friendship networks were reasons to stay in the region. Some 

respondents did not want to move because their spouses were still 

employed in the area and their children were still in school. 

Int: Did you consider [moving to take a job offer]? 
Ans: Yes but only for a very brief IOOment because 
my wife was enployed in the city here. We already 
had a house. OUr children were going to school. 
So, I thought it was a little too much of a strain. 
And then, even if I did get a job at the new plant, 
my work hours would definitely be affected by my 
seniority. I mdght not be working entirely the 
whole year and I could be getting stuck on off 
shifts. ~ereas my wife already had a job here. 
It's just a temporary layoff for her. So it was a 



lot easier, a lot less disruptive to the famdly for 
me to just find another Job in the cOITlTllllity here. 

others had built or purchased homes which they were not willing to 
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relinquish. 

This was my husband's parents home. • • We had just 
taken it over and we really didn't consider it 
(IOOving] • We talked about it but it wasn't a major 
consideration. I didn't even apply to transfer 
(Labatt's - Bottling). 

There are several reports of those who have IOOVed in order to take new 

jobs and then returned to the region later. With a lack of seniority, 

displaced workers as new employees are subject to lay-offs IOOre 

frequently than their continuously errployed counterparts. Thus, IOOving 

to a new community is a risky venture where one incurs the cost of 

IOOving without the guarantee of continuous employment. 

Advanced notifica~ion, re-education, re-training, and 

relocation have advantages, at least hypothetically, for displaced 

workers. The effects of these on the duration of unemployment, re-

employment earnings and status are mediated by several factors. The 

benefit of advanced notice may thereby be mixed with disadvantages, or 

rendered negligible. 

lDpact Of Plant Closings ~ Various Segments Of DIe Population 

studies which compare the age, gender, and race or ethnicity 

of displaced workers have found that the impact varies aroong groups. 

The findings are mixed, but some explanations are provided for 

unexpected results. 
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Age 

COmparing displaced workers by age, Nord & Ting found that 

older workers actually had lower re-employment earnings losses than 

younger workers. This was in contrast to previous studies which found 

larger income losses for older workers. Nord & Ting (1991:688) posit 

that older workers "have longer tenure and thus possess greater skills 

and roore knowledge of the labour market, which in turn may increase 

their chances of finding a new job with higher pay". Perrucci et al 

(1988:72) associate age with the date of layoff, and their findings show 

that older workers were roore likely than younger workers to be 

unerrployed 8 or 9 roonths after the closure. This result was found both 

overall and for the group of workers who were laid off last in the 

process of a closure. The Nord & Ting finding is perhaps better 

explained with reference to tenure than to age. Workers with roore 

tenure, usually older workers, would have a longer advanced notice 

period than others and thus would have a relative!y longer time to look 

for higher paying jobs before lOSing income. Also, older workers may 

have roore savings and less financial obligations, if the children are 

grown and the roortgage is paid (Kramer, 1984:27), thus enabling older 

workers to hold out longer before accepting employment at a lower-than

expected wage. 

In the waterloo closings, early retirement options left very 

few workers over the age of fifty still looking for work. Many workers 

in their 40's and even late 30's expressed their concern over their age 

especially concerning future job loss. Workers in their late 40's and 
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early 50's felt that their age was a factor in not getting certain jobs. 

Conversely, the opinion was also expressed that some companies are 

looking for older workers. The rationale behind this is that older 

workers are thought to have more stable lifestyles and greater financial 

obligations and thus are less likely than younger workers to leave their 

jobs. 

They want somebody that's been working out there and 
don't show 10 or 20 jobs in a period of time. After 
I got in there and (another company] tried to hire 
me, then I found out that I was wrong that they will 
hire guys ~ age. I don't know what their limdts 
are, once you're hitting 50 and up, I don't know if 
they would hire you after that but it seems like in 
the forties is safe for these people yet. That's 
one of ~ fears now is that if [~errployer] keeps 
me for five years and then lays me off, I will 
probably have a real tough time finding work once 
I'm fifty or over, if I have to look for work 
(Bottling - Labatt's). 

Workers, often older, who did not have the financial obligations of a 

famdly and a mortgage considered themselves to be better off than those 

who had many financial obligations: 

I guess I'm in a bit of a different boat here. we 
don't have kids. We didn't have a huge mortgage 
over our head (Brewing - Labatt's). 

The effect of tenure on the length of the advanced notice 

period was non-existent for the Labatt's workers because all departments 

were closed at the same time. The Seagram enployees were laid off over 

a period of two years as each department closed. Those with least 

seniority were the first to lose their jobs. Several of the most senior 

errployees wanted to be the last ones to leave the plant. To that end 

they declined to take the early retirement which they qualified for and 
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"burrped" less senior enployees out of their positions. This action was 

disdained by several respondents as being selfish. The younger 

enployees experienced a premature loss of income, while the roost senior 

enployees would not have gained or lost any income had they retired 

before the closing. 

Gerrler 

Women tend to experience a longer period of unenployment 

following displacement than men (Perrucci et aI, 1988:70). The idea 

that women gain econorrdc protection by being married and thus can afford 

longer periods of job search is probably roore attributable to the 

errployment status of one's spouse or partner than it is to gender. Nord 

& Ting (1991:688-9) found that women were likely to experience a greater 

loss of income than men. This is especially true in the case of highly 

paid primary sector production workers. Women are also roore likely to 

be re-enployed in secondary sector positions which pay Illlch less than 

production work (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982:58-61). The possibility 

exists that the loss of income in dollars could be less for women than 

for men. However, this is due to the lower 'Wage which women's 

production jobs often pay in the first place. 

Added to the bleak picture of possible re-enployment 

opportunities for women is the likelihood of becorrdng displaced from a 

manufacturing job in the first place. In Britain, the number of women's 

manufacturing jobs declined by 29.1% from 1951 to 1976, while men's 

manufacturing jobs declined 10.9% over the same period (Pollert, 



1981:229). Bluestone & Harrison give an example from the aircraft 

industry: 

Only one out of fifty men employed in aircraft in 
1967 was located in a secondary job in 1972. In 
sharp contrast, nearly one in eight women 
experienced such an industrial "deJOOtion." For 
women, getting into a high productivity, high-wage 
manufacturing job is a real victory; being forced 
out involves a real defeat (1982:61). 

The literature on plant closures tends to focus on displaced 

workers as a homogeneous group with male characteristics and work 

patterns. Eleen & Bernardine's (1971:42) work on the impact of plant 

closures illustrates this view of displaced workers as men: "vthen a 

worker with a family to provide for, loses his job, he experiences a 
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sinking feeling. He has to face his wife and children and his friends". 

However, as the evidence from POllert and Bluestone & Harrison 

illustrates, this view was incorrect even at the time of writing. The 

problem of displacement, then, is actually a greater probability for 

women and carries the possibility of a more devas~ating impact for women 

than for men. 

The waterloo closings, especially Seagram's, represent the 

loss of highly paid blue collar employment for women. There are few 

similar jobs in the region which pay as highly and employ significant 

mmbers of women. Seagram's was reported to be a place where a woman 

could get a wage on which she could live comfortably without the support 

of another. Many of the women displaced from Seagram's were re-employed 

in lower wage, secondary sector factory work. COnversely, many of the 



men found jobs in the local autorootive industry or with other primary 

sector employers (DeRuyter, 1994). 

Race and Ethnicity 
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In the same way that the literature on plant closings fails to 

recognize gender as an important variable, race and ethnicity are also 

roost often overlooked as significant variables. Minorities face the 

same kind of impact that women do with longer durations of unemployment 

and greater loss of income than white males (Nord & Ting 1991:688-90). 

Because the overwhelmdng majority of workers from Labatt's and Seagram's 

were white, canadian-born citizens of European descent, they should have 

been at an advantage in finding new jobs according to the Nord & Ting 

study. The horoogeneous ethnic make-up of the research subjects does not 

permd t conclusions to be drawn in this regard, however. 

While the sample chosen for this study is not representative 

of all displaced workers, there is nothing unusua! about these two 

particular closings. The literature notes several transitions which 

workers may go through as a result of displacement: highly paid to lower 

paid employment, manufacturing to service sector employment, union to 

non-union employment, etc. However, changes in a worker's identity due 

to displacement have been overlooked. The literature on unemployment 

introduces the notion of an identity change accompanying a change in 

work circumstance. 



The literature on plant closure and unemployment overlap to a 

great degree. In the plant closure literature, one way to measure the 

impact of a closing has been to examdne the likelihood and duration of 

unemployment for displaced workers. The unemployment literature is 

concerned with unemployment for all unemployed people including those 

displaced by plant closures. There are some qualitative issues examdned 

in the unemployment literature which are not dealt with in discussions 

on plant closure. The ways in which people deal with unemployment are 

examdned in an excellent monograph by Patrick Burman, Killing Time, 

Losing Ground: Experiences of Unemployment (1988). Burman points out 

that the individual self is dramatically affected by the experience of 

being unemployed: 

The exclusion of the Jnemployed from the social 
order is, ultimately, an injury to the self. It is 
the self which absorbs the lessons of rejection, 
which feelS the syntax of prac~ices shifting out of 
its control. Nowhere in the social order is 
unemployment so reflected upon, so infused with 
feeling, as within the unemployed self. 
Particularly in the personal consciousness of 
unemployment, the informants I accounts lIUSt be taken 
as pr i vileged • They who live with it are the 
teachers; those of us who do not are the pupils 
(1988:187). 

A classic study on unemployment by E. Wight Bakke is comprised 

of two volumes, The Unemployed WOrker (1940a) and Citizens Without WOrk 
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(1940b). In these books Bakke exarrdnes the response of individuals and 

their social networks to unemployment. Bakke also brings out the impact 

of unemployment on the self, but unlike Burman's (1988) work, Bakke 

focusses on the working class unemployed in their attempt to survive: 

Our central problem might be stated thus: to analyze 
the adjustments and reactions of the unemployed in 
the light of the fact that they are normal human 
beings possessing an array of tools for adjustnent 
presented to them by normal life in a working-class 
corrm..mity. We have attempted to see the experience 
of unemployment as an intensification, but 
nevertheless, a continuation of the adjustnent to 
life needs, characteristic of workers in general 
with special attention to the problems and 
possibilities they faced when out of work (1940a:x). 

To date most of the plant closure literature has not discussed the 

problems of those facing displacement as the problems of normal people 

who rrust adjust to their circumstances in any way possible. The 

literature on unemployment brings out the impact of job loss and the 

response of workers to issues of identity. Bakke discusses the goals of 

workers which are forestalled by the loss of empl~yment: 

The following goals, however stood out from our 
materials so prominently and consistently, and they 
are so clearly related to the realistic nature of 
the worker's life, that we feel certain they must 
operate widely as stimulants to effort among those 
whose way of living is not essentially different 
from that of those workers with whom we were 
associated. To play a socially respected and 
admired role, to win a degree of economic security 
customary among ones associates, to gain an 
increasing amount of control over one's affairs, and 
to understand the forces which make their impact 
felt in those affairs and in all of these to 
experience satisfying and predictable relations with 
the menDers of the groups with which one is most 
intimately associated--these are the goals which our 
informants were most vigorously striving to reach 
(1940a:4-5) • 
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The issues of identity, both personal and social, as related to work are 

well defined in these goals. Because our identities are so closely 

linked to the work we do (Hughes, 1911), unemployment leaves us without 

that essential building block for our self-definitions. Further, the 

loss of income curtails our identities as consumers. In all of this, 

the unemployed person loses the social interactions which routinely take 

place in the workplace and the marketplace. Since identity is social in 

its essence, the unemployed person experiences an erosion of identity 

due to a lack of meaningful social interaction (Burman, 1988). 

The eXarrUnation of transitions involved in plant closures do 

not contemplate the transitions of identity which may accompany a 

transition of employment. The unemployment literature considers the 

transitions from working to being unemployed, but does not consider a 

transition to the re-employment identity. It is possible that such 

studies assume that identity is static across employment Situations, 

i.e. that, once re-employed, the worker regains t~e former identity as a 

worker. This view of identity is not consistent with the literature, an 

area to which we now turn. 



The study of identity has often been undertaken in work 

settings. Less often, however, has the work on identity been used to 

illuminate the study of an aspect of work. In order to do this we RUSt 

first define what is being referred to by the term ldentltJ' and examine 

how identities may be formed or transformed. 

IJ:I!Ifl'I'l'Y AND trIH{ 

Since its inception as a discipline, sociology has examined 

the question of the relationship between the individual and society. 

Within the works of the early sociological authors much attention is 

also focused on the relationship of work to SOCiety (see for example, 

Marx's capital, Durkheim's Division of Labour in SOCiety, and weber's 

Economv and Society). Examination of the relationship between the 

individual and work is a logical extension of these early enphases in 

sociology. Everett Hughes (1971 [19511:294) wrote in 1951, "Some of the 

best work in contenporary sociology is being done in such [work] 

settings and is giving us new knowledge of reciprocal expectation of 

role performance, definition of roles, group solidarity, and development 

and definition of reference groups". Thus we have learned a great deal 

about identity from studying work situations. The literature on 
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unemployment details the significance of the work versus non-work 

identity (Bakke, 1940a&bj Burman, 1988), however the relationship 

between work and identity is far JOOre conplex than that particular 

dichoto~ would indicate. 

Hughes deduces the importance of work to the individual's 

identity from the way in which people phrase comments regarding the line 

of work they are in. 

These remarks [concerning how people hedge 
statements concerning their work) should be 
sufficient to call it to your attention that a man's 
work is one of the JOOst important parts of his 
social identity, of his self, indeed, of his fate, 
in the one life he has to live (Hughes, 1971 
[1951] :339). 

Eleen & Bernardine point out the interwoven nature of workers' jobs and 

their non-work relationships and associations: 

A worker's job is JOOre than just an economic 
activity. Around the job he forns JOOSt of his 
relationships and his attitudes. His home, his 
status and place in the community, his friends, his 
financial, cultural and political associations, are 
all determined by his job (Eleen & Bernardine, 
1971:43) • 

The fact that work is arrong the JOOst important determinants of 

identity has major ramifications for any discussion regarding changes in 

work. Where those changes are involuntary, as in the case of plant 

closures, the problens of identity transitions may be particularly 

acute. 
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III!Nl'ITY IB'INI!D 

"Identity" is how we define ourselves in relation to others. 

This defining process includes how we are the same as others as well as 

how we are different from others (Lemert, 1972:162-3). McCall & Sil1lOOns 

generically define identification as "placing things in terms of 

systematically related categories" (1966:64). "Individuality" li«)uld 

designate how we are different from everyone else, or at least from all 

others relevant to the situation at hand. It is not possible to define 

oneself without at least an inferred reference to some "other". For 

example, to define ~elf as someone with blue-eyes infers that it is 

possible for someone else to have eyes of a different colour. This may 

seem trivial. However, this distinction places identity in a strictly 

social context (Lemert, 1972:162-3). There are no universally unique 

qualities; what is unique about each individual is the particular 

combination of characteristics which make up our identity. 

Identity can be analytically divided in~o personal and social 

identity. Two intriguing ways of defining these tli«) concepts are 

presented by Burman (1988) and McCall & Sil1lOOns (1966). These views 

highlight different aspects of the process of identity. McCall & 

Sil1lOOns (1966:64-5) view one's social identity as the product of an 

identification process concerned ~th broad social categories. Personal 

identity is the product of a sirrdlar process concerned ~th more 

individual categories. Social identities are built around personal 

identi ties. "Personal identities serve as the pegs upon which social 

identities and personal biographies can be hung". 
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While McCall & Simmons focus on the content of personal and 

social identity, Burman (1988) highlights the wider picture of the 

identity process. In Burman's identity dichoto~, personal identity is 

an activity whereby the self incorporates the experiences of the past 

and the plans for the future into the ongoing experience of the present. 

Social identity involves the evaluation by others of those roles and 

accorrplishIrents we claim as our own (1988:10-11). Thus, as we develop 

our identities as individuals, that development is mediated by society's 

acceptance or rejection of the claims we make for specific aspects of 

our identity. 

Cooley's (1972:231) "looking-glass self" ties the personal and 

social identity concepts together by showing how the two interact within 

the process of the self: "A self-idea of this sort seems to have three 

principal elerrents: the imagination of our appearance to the other 

person; the imagination of his judgment of that appearance; and some 

sort of self-feeling, such as pride or mortificat!on". Thus, personal 

identity is not only how people conceive of themselves but also how they 

believe others perceive them. This latter aspect of identity is, of 

course, influenced by how others act toward the individual and the 

subsequent interpretation of the meaning of that action. It is 

important to emphasize this intersubjective aspect of identity. Since 

we do not work out our existences in isolation but rather in conjunction 

with others, it would be misleading to examine individuals isolated from 

their social contexts. 
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McCall & Simmons (1966:66-7) distinguish between social role, 

interactive role and role-identity. Social role consists of the 

expectations facing a person filling a particular position. These 

expectations are rather broad and serve as guides to the evaluation of 

any given performance as opposed to major constraints on that 

performance. The interactive role is comprised of the possible lines of 

action open to an individual in a position given the prescribed social 

role and the individual's personal qualities. Role-identity is how the 

individual imagines himself or herself as fulfilling a particular 

position. Lemert (1972), in defining "role" brings out JOOst of the 

aspects of the three terms which McCall & Simmons distinguish above. 

Role is a term which SUJTlTar izes the w:ly or w:lYS in 
which an individual acts in a structured situation. 
A situation is structured to the degree that others 
with whom the individual interacts expect him to 
respond in certain w:lYS and to the extent that he 
anticipates their expectations and incorporates them 
into his behaviour. The role reflects these 
expectatiOns but also reflects the claims of other 
roles and their evaluations by the individual, so 
that it is alw:lYS a unique coni:>ination of common and 
diverse elements (Lemert, 1972:162). 

The diversity of elements which this definition of role brings out is 

perhaps the reason for overlooking the transition of identity which 

takes place from one work situation to another. 

IIBft'I'IY 'l'RANSITICIiS AND IIBft'I'IY ~ 

Within the context of this research the idea of identity 

change is as important as that of identity. The post-JOOdernist concept 

of subjectivity denotes a state of humanity in which we all have many 
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individual identities and we flow back and forth between these 

identities depending on the relational situation we are in. Dorinne 

Kondo (1990) contrasts the individualism of Arrerican society with the 

relational errphasis of Japanese society in this regard. The former 

tends to view identity as fixed, while the latter views identity as 

relative to context. Kondo (1990:24) asserts, "Identity is not a fixed 

'thing', it is negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the result of 

culturally available meanings and the open-ended, power-laden enactments 

of those meanings in everyday situations". However, the fluidity of 

identity could also be culturally mediated. People in societies which 

errphasize individualism hold onto the idea of fixed identities by which 

they define themselves, while people in societies which errphasize 

relationality are comfortable with a more fluid identity which is 

altered contextually. The difference lies more in the belief about 

identity that in its relative fluidity. This belief must have an effect 

(c.f. W.I. Thomas) on the relative fluidity of id~ntity in the various 

contexts. 

The fact remains, though, that identities can and do change. 

The flowing transitions of identity which we pass through each day are 

distinguished from those transitions which are not part of our "nomal" 

regimen. Some transitions cause us to take on a new identity or to 

radically transform our old identities to make sense of a new situation. 

Kondo's (1990) own account of her personal identity transfomation while 

doing field research in Japan and the ensuing internal conflict is a 



prime example. COncerning the fluidity and fixity of identity, Prus 

notes: 

While people's identities may vary over time and 
across contexts, these identities provide a certain 
sense of stability in people's lives. They allow 
people to anticipate one another and to make ongoing 
adjustments to the situations at hand. Further, 
insofar as others act toward objects (including 
people) in terms of the meanings they have for them, 
people's particularistic identities can affect their 
subsequent associations, opportunities and 
activities (Prus, 1994:398). 
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Thus, while identity may be fluid within a set of more stable identities 

formed in terms of the many relationships and activities with which we 

are involved, it is also possible to have a change of identity in one or 

more areas of one's life. In fact, given the interwoven nature of the 

spheres of our lives, it may be true that changes to one aspect of 

identity necessarily affect the other areas of one's identity. Burman 

(1988) notes such a phenomena being experienced by the unemployed. 

Goffman's (1959) idea of analyzing life as drama points to an 
-

aspect of identity transitions which cannot be overlooked. While the 

circumstances in which we base our identities may change without our 

input or consent, we are all able in some way to manage our identity and 

we do so as a matter of daily living. Indeed, when the change in a 

basis for our identity, or an aspect thereof, is involuntary, we are 

forced to make alterations to our identities. The promdnence of any 

given identity in the individual's schema will influence how dramatic or 

problematic the transition may be. The inportance of an identity is in 

turn influenced by the context in which the individual is found. Devine 
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(1992:231) notes that "identities emerge out of interaction which should 

be located in time and space". 

The content of an identity is essentially a meaning which we 

hold for ourselves given a particular situation (McCall & Simmons, 1966; 

Lemert, 1972). The analysis of how people handle meanings is 

particularly suited to a symbolic interactionist framework. Symbolic 

interaction, according Herbert Blumer (1969), is based on three 

premises. The first of these is that "human beings act toward things on 

the basis of the meanings that they have for them" (Blumer, 1969:2). 

The effect of meaning on behaviour is often overshadowed by "causal 

factors" in social science research. Symbolic interaction views meaning 

as the basis on which people act. 

The second premise defines the origin of meaning: "the meaning 

of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the social interaction 

that one has with one's fellow's" (Blumer, 1969:2). Synt>olic 

interaction denies that meaning is inherent in objects or that it is the 

resul t of a psychological process. Meaning is constructed through a 

process of intersubjective negotiation between individuals. 

The third premise states: "meanings are handled in, and are 

modified through, an interpretive process used by the person in dealing 

with the things he encounters" (Blumer, 1969:2). Meaning, once derived, 

is not simply applied to the next situation without reflection. Rather 

previously established meaning is used to interpret the present 

situation and to guide the formulation of action. The meaning itself 

may also be reformulated in this process of interpretation. 



These three premdses illundnate the process by which 

identities are managed and provide another indication of how to study 

identities. If people perform actions based on meaning, then we can 

observe their actions to deternune their identities, or self.meanings. 

Since meaning is an intersubjective negotiating process, then we can 

look to the individual's associations to deterndne possible influences 

on their identities. Changes in those associations will reflect 

changing influences on self-meanings. Also, since meanings influence 

the interpretive process and are subsequently influenced by it, then 

changed interpretations of a given situation will be indicative of a 

change in meanings. 
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Given the above discussion, we would expect that a change in a 

person's work circumstance would involve a corresponding change in their 

work identity. Since the work identity is so central in the 

individual's life, it is also likely that non-wor~ aspects of identity 

will also be affected. While some changes will be the direct result of 

displacement, other changes will be identity management strategies 

enacted by the individual. I will assess identity as how the individual 

distinguishes himself or herself from others and also by which groups or 

persons the individual claims to have an association. The specifics of 

identity changes in the displacement process are the focus of this study 

and are presented in the next chapter. 



DI~' AND ID1!NI'I'1Y: HAIH'l"DWKE & aIAHCE 

The management of identity in the case of the workers 

displaced in the waterloo plant closings was more complex than simply an 

exchange of one role for another. Some identities were maintained while 

some were changed in either substance or form. In some cases identities 

were discarded and others were established. While some identities were 

not altered as such, they were given more or less prominence, due to 

changing contexts. 

In seeking to present these findings in some coherent order, I 

have chosen to first divide the management of identity into those 

aspects which essentially remained the same and those which were 

fundamentally changed. There is some overlap as these two are distinct 

analytically but interwoven in the experience of the displaced workers. 

I have further chosen to distinguish between social and personal 

identity as defined by Mccall & Simnons (1966). As noted above, social 

identity refers to identification in terms of broad social groups and 

categories, while personal identity involves more individualizing 

characteristics. 

In regard to analyzing social identity, a particular use of 

the term "reference group" is useful. Shibutani (1972: 162) defines a 

reference group as "that group whose perspective constitutes the frame 
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of reference of the actor". one actor may assume nultiple frames of 

reference, or even contradictory frames. Three types of reference 

groups are presented by Shibutani (1972:165): ones in which the actor 

directly participates, groups constituting social categories, or 

imaginary groups. The first of these is the JOOSt significant since 

identity is a product of interaction. Since social identity, according 

to McCall & Simmons, refers to broad social groups or categories, it 

seems helpful to present it under these three classifications. 

IDl!JrfI'J.'Y MAIN'l'DiANCE 

There are, of course, many aspects of a person's identity 

which may remain unaltered through a major upheaval in one's life. 

Identities corresponding to fandlial relationships, for example, are 

relatively enduring. Those identities which are based, in whole or in 

part, in an area of life which is changing are roost likely to be altered 

in some way. Since the transition in this case is one involving work, 

it would be expected that identities based in the sphere of work will be 

changed significantly. However, there are some identities based 

centrally in the area of the transition which have been maintained by 

the displaced workers in this study. 

SOcial Identity 

The social identities of the displaced workers showed an 

amazing resilience to the employment transition. Some major identities 

were maintained with little alteration. For the roost part, social 
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identities involved groups of direct participation and social 

categories. COnsideration of an imaginary group provides an interesting 

case of identity management. 

GcOlJ.fB of Direct Participation 

~ile IOOSt of the enployees of Seagram's and Labatt' s in 

waterloo lost their identity as enployees of those companies with the 

closing, there was a certain segment that did not. Those who were 

transferred to other facilities owned by the companies, may continue to 

identify with their respective companies as current employees. Those 

workers who were in fact displaced by the closings could also continue 

to identify with the company in a slightly JOOdified way, as former 

employees. For some that identification was positive for others it was 

not. There was also some uncertainty regarding the benefit of being a 

former employee of Labatt's or Seagram's. 

I always thought, actually, and I still think, that 
it's an advantage having worked for Labatt' s • I 
think it opens doors that mdght not necessarily be 
open to you before because it's a pretty well
respected company. It seems that outside companies 
respect Labatt enployees IOOre than Labatt's does 
these days. I mean they, you know what I mean, they 
don't realize some of the resources they have. 
They're willing to let them go, and other companies, 
I think, automatically assume that you've been 
relatively well-trained (Brewing - Labatt's). 

A lot of people knew what kind of lOOney we were 
making at Labatt's, which on the average was $20 an 
hour. I think a lot of places would avoid us like 
the plague because they probably thought we weren't 
hard workers maybe. Nobody thinks a brewery worker 
is a hard worker. "You made $20 an hour, why would 
you want to work here for less than that." I was 
never told that to ~ face. That's just something 
we kind of thought. Showing Labatt' s on your resume 



a lot of us thought was not really a plus, sometimes 
(Bottling - Labatt's). 

We had a good job and everybody liked working there. 
Whether or not you were a little wondering about 
your ability outside of Seagram's. But I think 
mostly everybody that has got a job, has done very 
well and the conpanies have accepted them well too. 
In my case, I went to this other plant and when I 
quit they seemed very disappointed, and said to me 
that if things didn't work out, they would hire me 
back. But when I did finally leave they hired 
another Seagram's person. That Seagram's person 
worked there for maybe a year at this place and he 
came to where I work now and they hired another 
Seagram's mechanic. So they hired three of us there 
even though two of us left (Maintenance -
Seagram's) • 

Simdlarly, these displaced workers continue to identify 

themselves as formerly associated with Seagram's and Labatt's ~terloo 
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plants in which they had worked. People seemed to have a certain sense 

of pride when they spoke about working at waterloo, specifically. The 

waterloo plants were felt to be different from other factories in 

general and different from the other plants within the same conpany. 

Many responded that they would jump at the chance to work in the 

waterloo plant of their former employer again. 

Seagram's was a factory but people weren't like 
factory people in some ways. They were a 11 ttle 
higher level, I guess, if you can say that. Some of 
the people that he works with now, they're just so 
rough around the edges. I mean, Seagram's had those 
people too but percentage-wise I think it was on a 
lower scale (Spouse - warehouse - Seagram's). 

Even people who were in the management trainee 
program and passed through waterloo for six or eight 
months or a year at a time to take different 
positiOns, always look back to waterloo as their 
best times, eh. As the times when people worked the 
hardest for them and tried to make things work and 
pull together (Brewing - Labatt's). 
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Both establishments were compared to famdlies and small towns 

in reference to the closeness of the members of the group. Cooley 

(1972:158) notes that famd1ies and neighbourhoods, as primary groups, 

are also noted for their lasting influence on individuals. While the 

waterloo plants owned by Seagram's and Labatt's may not have been bona 

fide primary groups, the comparison to primary groups indicates a 

lasting identification. 

Everybody was kind of close, that was a real 
famdly-oriented plant, probably more so -- oh, much 
more so than Toronto or London. We were like our 
little own famdly in waterloo. It was like a small 
town atmosphere. Everybody was really close 
(Bottling - Labatt's). 

The identification with the waterloo plants extends beyond a feeling of 

closeness to the people that worked there. Fiona Devine (1992:232) 

notes that an identity with a sense of place is stronger than an 

identi ty based on a social category such as class. Some respondents 

reported that, long after the clOSing, they experienced strong feelings 

of identification when they were passing the site formerly occupied by 

the plant at which they had worked: 

And the nostalgia and the feeling of mdssing that 
you felt as you walked by those buildings. Many of 
those roofs you'd been on all through the night 
trying to fix things that had broken down. You said 
that to me. In fact we stopped the car one day. • 
• We actually stopped and looked at the old place 
and said, "Gee, you know, that's the place that we 
actually sat in. That's the maintenance shack. 
That's the roof I was on." So we were sort of 
catching up, stuff I'd never really noticed and you 
really felt sad. You said, "Boy I feel sad walking 
by it. It's like I haven't seen an old friend for a 
long time." So then when it burned I rement>er that 
stuck in Ir!Y mdnd, that you had said that before. 



And you said, "well, now she's really gone. It's 
done" (Spouse - Maintenance - Seagram's). 

Like I still dream about the place. I probably 
dream about it once a month, you know what I mean, 
in different ways, shapes or forms. I've heard a 
lot of guys comment that they can't even drive by 
the, what's now just the park area -- it's a gravel 
pit now -- without feeling a twinge inside, you 
know. It's probably, most people wuld consider it 
the best place they ever wrked, no matter what they 
go on to do. I wuld say that (Brewing - Labatt's). 

Identity relating to the past association with the company in general 

and the waterloo plant in particular, then, remained relatively 
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unchanged for many displaced wrkers, save the fact that there was now 

an endpoint to that relationship. 

Specific friendship groups for these displaced wrkers have 

endured the closings and continue into the present. One wuld not 

expect fr iendships based outside of wrk to be directly affected by the 

closing. However, if the friendship is one formed in the wrkplace, 

then a change in that base could alter the relationship. People from 

all departments spoke of friendships which remained although the place 

where the relationship started had ceased to exist. 

I wuld say, in terms of, when I say friendships, 
like, there wuld be some people that I wuld still 
talk to or have over almost as much as I did at the 
brewery. It might only be twice a year but that 
wuld be how much I'd have them over at the brewery 
too, you know, so... And I think quite enduring, 
you know (Brewing - Labatt' s ) • 

I still have about eight or ten guys that I chum 
with regularly, that I see at least once, on a 
monthly basis kind of thing. Some I play cards 
with, some guys will just get together and have a 
few beers. Yeah, there's about ten people I still 
talk to regularly (Bottling - Seagram's). 



I'm still pretty good friends with a lot of the 
guys. One of the older gentlenen, he was kind of 
like a father to me. He was just right around early 
retirenent age. We still see them a lot and keep 
qui te a lot in contact with them (Warehouse -
Seagram's) . 
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'I'\o«) friendship groups which endured had a specific and similar 

base within each conpany. The skilled trades in each plant seem to have 

been particularly close as a department (the Maintenance Department at 

Seagram's; Plant Services at Labatt's). The reason roost often given for 

their closeness was the small size of the departments. However, 

identification as fellow employees and fellow tradespeople may have also 

contributed to their identification as friends. The tradespeople talked 

about having their own Christmas parties, etc. separate from the 

conpany-wide functions. That tradition has continued with annual 

reunions of some form. 

1he continuation of close friendship groups formerly based in 

the place of employment is not surprising given the growth of the 

relationships. These friendship groups were initially based in the 

workplace, but roost likely grew out of that base long before the closing 

of the plant was announced. The ment>ers of these groups still share a 

comron past. The experience of the closure itself has strengthened some 

relationships. In the case of the specific departmental friendship 

groups, their identification as skilled tradespeople is still intact as 

roost have found other employment in their areas of specialization. 

For the roost part, the displaced workers in this study did not 

change their identities in terms of being employees in general. Most 

have continued to work for someone else, often in other factories. For 



a few, their new work experience is comparable in some way to their 

former job experience. 

I enjoy going to work everyday. I'm one of the few 
lucky ones. Most people don't enjoy going to work. 
I do. I enjoyed going to work at Labatt's every 
day. I enjoy going to work at [m¥ new job} 
everyday. I'm one of the lucky ones (Bottling -
Labatt '5). 

I was lucky. I worked for a top notch company and 
I'm working for a top notch company (Maintenance -
Seagram' 5 ) • 
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In the same way that most continued as employees in a generic 

sense, some also continued as union members, although in different 

unions. The identification as a union member was not prominent even 

before the clOSing. The respondents referred to themselves as Labatt's 

or Seagram's employees, not as union members. People spoke of being 

"involved" with the union as being on the executive or being a steward. 

Well I wasn't even part of the union then. I was 
just an ordinary union person (Maintenance -
Seagram's) • 

The lack of a strong union identity was due to the lack of conflict 

between the union and management. Both plants were reported to have 

excellent union-management relationships. one individual could remenber 

only two cases of arbitration in over 25 years. The closeness of the 

plant community meant that key management and union personnel were close 

as individuals. This facilitated good communication but could also be a 

hindrance to either party fulfilling their official duties. In some 

cases, the union was reported to have not taken action because of a 

personal tie w1th management. COnversely, management was unable to rid 
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the workforce of undesirable employees due to the strong position of the 

union. 

The union was a good institution and certainly did 
the wrong things for a few people. But generally it 
ran pretty well. But there was a certain faction of 
the guys that should have got fired that never got 
fired. I mean, what can you say. That's the way it 
ran. Like it or not. You could voice your opinion, 
but your opinion didn't really do anything because a 
brother's a brother. If you can save his job, you 
do it. That's what you're supposed to do (Plant 
Services - Labatt's). 

As in the case of the individual above, some held reservations 

concerning their union affiliation. A few openly distanced themselves 

from identification ~th the union beyond the minimal requirement for 

employment at a unionized establishment. 

The unions help the weak. The only good the union 
has done for the union shops is that they've got the 
good wages, but as far as being involved with the 
union once you've got a job, IOOSt people that rely 
on the union are the people that screw up. The 
people that don't screw up, don't need a union. For 
instance if I had a problem at Labatt's, I would 
never go to the union over it. I'd go to ~ 
foreman. I'd work it out ~th ~ foreman. I don't 
go running to ~ union steward, that's just going to 
cause trouble all around. If you've got a problem, 
or the foreman's got a problem with you, you can 
work it out with your foreman. He's your boss, the 
union's not your boss (Bottling - Labatt's). 

There are, then, major identity continuities which are or have 

been based in the fonrer work settings of these displaced workers. 

While not all of the displaced workers have experienced the same sense 

of continuity, many have been able to maintain these identities ~th 

only minor modification. 

SOcial categories 
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Identities concerning broad social categories are more 

difficult to assess than those dealing ~th direct participation. The 

bases of these identities (class, ethnicity, gender, age, etc.) are not 

changed by the closing of a factory. Thus it w:>uld be expected that 

identities which are based in social categories will be maintained 

regarding their substance. Ethnicity, gender and age changed in terms 

of prominence for some of the displaced w:>rkers. Class-based 

identification persisted as did familial roles. 

As stated above, most of the displaced w:>rkers found work as 

employees of other companies. The majority of those sought and found 

blue-collar work. Many individuals saw their choices in terms of one 

blue collar job or another. 

I was looking for just blue collar factory w:>rk. I 
didn't want construction which I had w:>rked on 
before, I didn't want to venture back into that. I 
just wanted factory w:>rk (Bottling - Labatt's). 

I'm not the type to w:>rk in a store or something 
where you have to work with the general public. I'd 
rather work in an environment where I can do what is 
required of me and not have to put on a special face 
for people. So, a factory w:>rker or something like 
that (Bottling - Labatt's). 

There was a certain element who felt that they were constrained by their 

experience to continue doing factory w:>rk. 

I didn't want to go in a factory. As ouch as 
I ••• every job I applied for was factory w:>rk. But 
it's just because that's all I knew. That's all I 
knew and I knew that if I had a hope in hell of 
getting a job and getting some money that's where I 
had to go, so I applied at all the factories around. 
I never applied for a job where I'd have to wear 
anything but a uniform (Bottling - Labatt's). 
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Willis (1977:2) states that choice of occupation is important 

to the formation of class identity in the individual. When people 

actively choose to remain in a certain type of job, for example, that is 

when class identity is truly established. This assmnes, of course, that 

occupations are ranked according to class by the individual. Note that 

the choices were made concerning a certain type of work not a certain 

class. 

Within those who sought to continue in blue collar jobs were 

the group of skilled tradespeople. The choice here was not for just any 

factory work or blue collar work as above. These people wanted to 

continue in their trade, and preferably in their specialization within 

that trade. The identity as a skilled tradesperson was at least as 

strong as the identification with the company prior to the closing. For 

exarrple, one tradesperson formerly identified hinsel£ as "an electrician 

at Seagram's" giving the trade and the corrpany equal footing in his 

presentation of his identity. The unskilled and senUskilled labourers 

often identified with the corrpany only -- "I work at Labatt 's". 

Family roles seemed to continue unchanged through the 

transition. Men continued to see themselves primarily as providers 

whether or not their spouses worked as well. A few made conments to the 

effect that one consequence of the closing was to upset the balance of 

the home in that now both parents were working full time. The 

indication was that this situation was not IInormal" and that the wife 

would stop working or cut back to part-time work when they could afford 

it again. One man who was working at rrultiple jobs was quite proud of 
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the fact that his wife had never worked since they had been married. 

The women who were displaced by the closing continued in dual roles of 

provider and care~iver. Those women who had young fandlies brought up 

concerns with child care when speaking about their jobs. Men with young 

fandlies spoke only in terms of being able to provide for their 

fandlies. 

For this group of displaced workers, then, identities in terms 

of broad social categories did not change per see Class identity and 

fandly roles are particularly static. As will be discussed below, some 

of the social categories received new prondnence in the individual's 

schema as a result of the closures. 

I1I1ilCJined Gcoups 

Shibutani (1972:165) determdned reference groups to be 

imaginary if one is taking on the perspective imputed to a past or 

future group. For the workers displaced in the Seagram's and Labatt's 

closings, their past identity as employees of those companies, came up 

in two ways especially which may constitute taking on the perspective of 

an imaginary group - that group of people who would still be working for 

Seagram's and Labatt's in waterloo had they not closed. People missed 

the wages they were making and the long-term employees especially ndssed 

the aroount of paid vacation which they had each year. 

It's difficult because you think back and you think, 
"Oh God, when we first started this house and having 
the mortgage, it would have been almost paid by now' 
you know, things like that. And basically we've 
taken a giant step backwards and had to refinance 
and it's much longer (Bottling - Seagram's). 



I think I'm still trying to adjust to that (loss of 
high wages]. You always think about that, you know. 
I still have a pay slip in ~ wallet. I just keep 
it there [laughs). I don't know Why, not as a 
reminder because I know what I made there (Bottling 
- Seagram's). 

I had five and a half weeks holidays as it was. 
That was the hardest thing, going to two weeks 
holidays. (Spouse: Yeah, after five and a half, 
especially married to a teacher.) I think it just 
makes it worse to know that you had it and now you 
don't have it but your partner is still off. That's 
really tough (Maintenance - Seagram's). 

The imagination of What the present would be like had past conditions 
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prevailed does not constitute a new identity but rather it is the ghost 

of a past identity, as an enployee of Labatt's or Seagram's, brought 

into the present. 

The maintenance of social identities was accorrplished by these 

displaced workers through minor modifications which allowed them to 

retain identities affected by the closure While at the same time 

accounting for the changes which were out of their control. The 

identities based in social categories seem to stand beyond the scope of 

change. 



Personal Identity 

Personal identity refers to characteristics which are more 

individualizing than the social categories described above (McCall & 

Simoons, 1966). The references to personal identity in the interviews 

for this study most often pointed to a change. One aspect of personal 

identity seemed to endure in most cases, even when it was denied by 

others. 

People who worked for Seagram's and Labatt's considered 

themselves to be good or hard hUrkers. They felt that they were 

dedicated to their work and that they did their jobs well. When the 

closing came, they counted on their past record to enable them to find 

new jobs. 

I know what kind of a worker I am. I only had two 
other jobs before that. That was only my third job, 
being I'm 46. Two of them have been because of 
plant closures. I only quit one job in my life, and 
that was to go to Labatt's. So I thought I could 
get a job easily enough (Bottling - Labatt's). 

We're not idiots and we are hard workers, that 
anybody we know should be darm glad to have us as 
employees (Bottling - Seagram's). 
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While these people held themselves to be hard workers, they also freely 

admitted that the work at Seagram's and Labatt's was not very hard. 

Some respondents felt that the application process was 

corrplicated by the fact that everyone seems to think that they are hard 

workers. If everyone says they are hard workers how will the people 

doing the hiring know who the "real" hard workers are? 

Everybody says they're a good worker. Everybody 
that goes out to a job interview they say, "Oh, I'm 
the greatest worker you'll ever see." I mean I told 



the personnel that in ~ interview (Bottling -
Labatt 's). 

The former co-workers of the displaced workers from Labatt's 
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and Seagram's did not always share the opinion that everyone was a hard 

worker. Most people made conments regarding some individual or group 

who did not pull their own weight. However, as noted above, the work 

was not really hard so if a worker was a little slack it could pass 

unnoticed. 

There was a certain faction of the guys that should 
have got fired that never got fired • • • Certainly 
those people in that sector are the people today who 
probably don't have a job because they shouldn't 
even have been working there. The bad part in 
reality is, when it closed, the people that were in 
that situation were people that had a job and now 
they have no chance of getting a job. And that's 
the sad part about it. You need a conpany to have 
jobs for guys that can't get a job. There was one 
right there (Plant Services - Labatt's). 

Some found the adjustment from easy work at high pay to hard work at low 

pay to be quite difficult. 

I knew ~ life was going to change as far as work 
requirements. I'd had a pretty soft job for like 
fourteen years, and I knew I was going to have to 
start pitching in. I know that in ~ first days of 
working in some of the jobs I'd had and left, I left 
because the work was far IOOre demanding than what 
the reward was. Whereas Seagram's was the exact 
opposite and I knew that I was going to be going 
back to the real world. I was actually living on a 
cloud at Seagram's. I knew what the real world was 
like. I just wasn't really all that prepared to go 
out and face it again. But again, I knew I had to 
so I just prepared If!Y5elf for it (Bottling -
Seagram's) • 

Some of the younger guys were having trouble because 
they were used to the big lOOney and that's what they 
wanted. They weren't going to be satisfied taking a 
$10 an hour job. Although some of them did, and 



quit because they had to work for their $10, where 
at Labatt's you didn't have to work for your $20 or 
roore. That was a big jllI'l1? and hard on a lot of them 
(Bottling - Labatt's). 
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When the transfers were announced at Labatt's some workers re-

evaluated themselves in light of who got transferred while they did not. 

This action highlights the processes of personal and social identity 

interacting distinguished by Burman (1988). The individual has made a 

claim as a hard worker and this claim has been rejected by a significant 

social other, the employer. The displaced worker now must evaluate 

whether the employer's assessment has any validity. 

It really soured people who considered themselves, 
personally, to be better workers than some of the 
people who made it down there in fairly provable 
ways. You know what I mean, thinking to yourself, 
"The whole time I've worked here, I know ~ work 
record and ~ attendance record and everything is 
better than this guy, but how come he's got it? 
What kind of flaw do I have that I'm not picked?" 
(Brewing - Labatt's). 

Since the respondents defined themselves as hard workers in general and 

as better workers than some of those who were transferred, some 

employees questioned whether their claim to be hard workers was valid. 

Personal identity as a good or hard worker was significant for 

roost of the displaced workers. It also stands out as an isolated aspect 

of personal identity which was maintained. Several significant social 

identities were also maintained by this group of displaced workers. 

To manage something through a transition usually conjures up 

images of change. As has been indicated however, maintenance is also 
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part of identity management. When circumstances change, alterations to 

identities are sometimes necessary in order to maintain the identity as 

a whole. In other cases identities are changed as an unavoidable result 

of the transition. The aspects of identity which were changed for the 

displaced waterloo workers involved ndnor or temporary alterations to 

social identities and major shifts in personal identities. 

SOCial Identity 

The group of displaced workers interviewed for this study 

indicated that the identities based on groups in which they directly 

participate and based in social categories exhibited ndnor changes. 

There were no examples given of identity change with imaginary groups. 

GcOUIB of Direct PartiCipation 

As mentioned above, the displaced workers who were re-enployed 

by other companies gained new identities relating to those enployers. 

They lost their claim to identities as current Labatt's or Seagram's 

enployees. Changes in familial relationships in the form of marital 

breakdowns were also attributed to the closings. Although none of the 

respondents had experienced such a phenomena as a result of the closure, 

they reported that the stress of the closure resulted in the separation 

of couples whom they knew. 

While many of the friendship groups persisted, these same 

groups were also altered in at least one significant way. These people 

used to interact on a daily basis at work. Now their interaction is 



confined to what was formerly a portion of the entire relationship --

that interaction which took place outside of the work setting. 

I mean, I seen them every day and we talked every 
day. Now you talk once every IOOnth or something, 
and some of the other ones you don't even... you 
know, you maybe see them at a store or something. 
That part is difficult because you always were ••• 
When you think of it, it's maybe not as different as 
you thought. Because when you were working, you 
talked all the time and maybe you didn't. •• I would 
go to social functions. But I mean, you're working 
wi th people so you associate with them and you do 
things outside work too. But if you don't work with 
them it's different (Maintenance - Seagram's). 

Another way in which the fr iendship groups changed is in the 
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number and type of people encorrpassed by the group definition. Prior to 

the clOSing, there was a fringe element which was included in group 

activities because of their presence in the ever}lday interaction. Those 

people are now left out of the friendship group activities. 

You see someone at work and you say, "What are you 
doing after? Do you want to go out and have a beer? 
Come on over to rqy place." or "Let's do this." You 
don't have that opportunity because you're not there 
any IOOre. A lot of times there'd be people who 
would get involved in something, that wouldn't 
normally be over at your place but you'd have them 
over because they were there when you asked someone 
else over and. that sort of thing (Brewing -
Labatt's) • 

For those who returned to school, two identity transitions 

were noted. The first transition is similar to the work and. non-work 

dichotorqy of the unemployment literature. Those attending school had to 

adjust to being students from being workers. The second identity 

transition involved the individual's previous identity as a student. 
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Respondents noted a difference in themselves as older students returning 

to school compared to their prior experiences as students. 

It's weird being a student in the sense that I had 
formed ~ lifestyle by working at Labatt's, then all 
of a sudden I have to go to school everyday, so now 
I've got to change ~ lifestyle to suit, to the 
lOOney that I had to work with, and then the people 
around me are from all different walks of life, in 
the same situation that I was in, you know, drop 
outs and people that were laid off and so on and so 
forth, without a job. Initially, I found it rather 
difficult to start back to school, but school itself 
is easy, a lot of work, but over time I got to like 
it (Bottling - Labatt's). 

It was enjoyable. It was different. I was there 
for a different reason this time. I was there to 
learn. I wasn't there to fool around like some of 
the other students in the class were. That's the 
different part of it. I didn't mind going to school 
(Bottling - Seagram's). 

Social categories 

For those who are errployed in relatively stable jobs, social 

categories become IOOre prominent once the individual enters the labour 

market. It is at this juncture that individuals begin to assess where 

they stand in the judgments of others, and especially of those making 

hiring decisions. 

Age as it relates to employment was not an issue for the 

errployees of Seagram's and Labatt's in waterloo before the closure was 

announced. The work was not difficult and as one gained seniority IOOre 

desirable positions could be obtained as they came available. As one 

indi vidual stated, "You were an hourly employee and as long as you had a 

pulse you were getting paid" (Bottling - Seagram's). With the closure, 

people tried to determine whether they would be considered "too old" for 
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some jobs. While they all felt that they were hard workers (above) 

regardless of their age, some felt that others may put them in the 

category of the "older worker." The age at which one became an older 

worker was ambiguous. People in their late thirties and forties did not 

feel like older workers but thought that they may be approaching that 

point. 

The only thing that scared me was II\Y age. It's not 
so bad yet but from now on... Once you get well into 
your forties there's no real advantage for an 
employer to hire you, you know. I don't know, I 
think the older you get the worse it is, that's for 
sure. That's what scared me. I was conpeting 
against a younger work force • • • I mean, better it 
happen then than maybe three or four years after. 
If it happened when I was fifty it might have been a 
little bit tougher (Agee 46). 

I was thinking, "Geez I'm getting a little older." 
But I think the people that were closer to fifty had 
roore worry about that. But when I did get a job, 
maybe they felt I had roore experience because of II\Y 
age too. I'm not sure (Age 45). 

Some felt that age was definitely a negative factor in their job search 

or that of other, older workers. Others were concerned about their age 

before finding a new job, but, as in the above quote, when they were 

hired they reassessed their age as having been a possible benefit as an 

indicator of experience. 

I thought I could get a job easily enough. And as 
time went on, I got a rude awakening. I realized I 
wasn't in that position at all and I thought II\Y age 
was against me, but I was wrong. In the autorootive 
industries like A.G. Simpson and Lear Seating and 
even Budd, they have at least lately anyways, I 
know, they have tended to get away from young 

• Ages are at the time of the interview not that of the closing. 



people. They want to hire people that, for 
instance, when I was hired at [my new job], there 
was 22 of us that got hired in the same day. we all 
had families. we all had IOOrtgages. I don't have a 
IOOrtgage but I got a family, I have child-support 
payments, I got obligations with my kids and 
everybody else did too. They all had families. And 
I wasn't even the oldest one. I commented after I 
was hired to Personnel, I said, "You know how old I 
am?" and she said, "You're in your forties." I 
said, "I'm 46. How do you feel about that?" She 
says, "You're the type of guy we want. we want 
people that have been out in the workforce and that 
know how to work" (Age 46). 

Another way in which people expressed concern about getting 

older was to look at the years which had gone by. The JOOSt productive 

years had passed or were passing and the less productive years were 

ahead. Seniority and work-cOllll1lllity reputation which had been 
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cultivated over the years spent at Seagram's and Labatt's were nullified 

wi th the closing. Even the Labatt' s enployees who were transferred lost 

their seniority as part of the transfer agreement. The "young years" 

were lost and, due to the nature of time, there were continuously fewer 

years remaining, all of which were "older years". 

As identities, gender and race & ethnicity were not often 

raised as issues by the respondents. With regard to gender it was felt 

by some that it was advantageous to be female and a disadvantage to be 

male. However, it is interesting to note that neither the women nor the 

men who mentioned this attenpted to enter occupations where any form of 

affirmative action hiring was being implemented at that time. Thus any 

advantage or disadvantage claimed in that regard was voided by their own 

actions. 



I think being a white female, I had all the 
advantages at the time. Like, I know being a white 
male is not the best thing to be nowadays. And it 
is hard, it's you know, a little more difficult. 
But I think if... I mean, I was willing to do 
anything. I would have wai tressed. I mean, I can 
do those kinds of jobs too (Bottling - Seagram's). 

perhaps the most significant finding in regard to gender is 

the apparent simdlarity of the identity management process between the 

female and male respondents. Simd lar themes were repeated in roost of 
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the interviews. One would expect that since the inpact of displacement 

is different for women and men (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982; Perrucci et 

aI, 1988; Nord & Ting, 1991) that the process of identity management in 

response to displacement would also differ. Some of the difference in 

the inpact is at the aggregate level and is not applicable to an 

individual case. For exanple, women are mre likely to be displaced 

from primary sector jobs than men (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982). 

However, the likelihood of displacement is a mot issue when one is 

already displaced. The simdlarity in identity management between men 

and women found in this study may be due to the small sanple size, but 

this finding still warrants further investigation before it is deemed 

spurious. 

One individual raised concerns about preferential hiring of 

minorities. The context of the statement makes it clear that the 

reference is to recent imnigrants, not mdnorities. The equating of the 

two terms is indicative of the individual's identity as a canadian 

minorities are imnigrants and imnigrants are not Canadian. 

It seem like being white Canadian male is not all 
that good. I think if 1 was a minority some place 



off a boat, I would have found getting a job a lot 
easier. These places are hiring an awful lot of 
people that haven't been in this country for six 
IOOnths. I know of people who have been in this 
country for a couple hundred years or whatever and 
they're finding it tough to find work (Bottling -
Labattls) • 
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The change in identity from employed to unemployed has been 

undertaken in depth by Bakke (1940a & b) and Burman (1988) aroong others. 

While there is nothing unusual regarding this transition for the 

respondents of this study, they did note a distinction between being de 

facto unemployed and officially unemployed. Prior to collecting 

unemployment, displaced workers in canada IIllSt wait for a period equal 

to the number of weeks represented by any severance pay which they 

receive. After exhausting their unemployment benefits they are 

ineligible for welfare until they have depleted their savings to allOOst 

nothing. Unemployment statistics are often given as the number of 

people collecting unemployment insurance benefits. This left some 

people feeling as if they were "invisibly unemployed". 

Those statistics that you hear about the 
unemployment only being, what are they saying, it's 
down to 8 or 9 percent, that IS a crock of bull. The 
same with the welfare. Gee, I wasn I t even on a 
statistic and I was cashing rqy RRSP's in. I wasnlt 
in a category. They didn I t say I was unemployed. 
Therels a lot people that run out of UIC that canlt 
collect welfare. I don It know how they work it but 
I know several guys that had to sell their home 
pretty fast and take a loss on them, just to get 
down into a semi [semi -detached house] or just an 
apartment (Bottling - Labattls). 
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Personal IdentIty 

The personal identity characteristics which have surfaced in 

this study can be divided into positional attributes and personal 

qualities or virtues. Positional attributes are the individualizing 

characteristics which are associated with a particular position or role. 

Changes in these attributes reflect structural changes in the 

individual's environment. Personal qualities are associated IOOre 

closely with the individual regardless of role. These qualities will be 

IOOre resilient to change and alteration will reflect personal choice or 

a IOOre gradual development. 

Positional At:tributes 

There were several positional attributes which were closely 

associated with the jobs held by the former enployees of Labatt's and 

Seagram's in waterloo. Displaced workers in this study expressed a 

sense of loss for identities as senior workers, highly paid workers and 

consumers. Seniority was lost for all workers including those who 

transferred. Since many privileges in union shops are determined based 

on seniority, those with IOOre seniority felt the loss in a particularly 

acute way. 

Having to start over, being the big shot there with 
all the seniority and being able to pick jobs and go 
from departnent to departnent. He had all that 
freedom where he doesn't have that now (Spouse -
'Warehouse - Seagram's). 

Paid vacation was lost along with seniority, both being connected to 

tenure. Less paid vacation meant a change in lifestyle. That change 

was IOOre dramatic for senior workers. 



The holidays is a big thing. To go from, ~elf, to 
alIoost six weeks back down to two. That was one of 
the toughest things I think (21 years seniority). 

I had five and a half weeks holidays as it was. 
That was the hardest thing, going to two weeks 
holidays (21 years seniority). 

It changed IT!Y lifestyle. I went from alroost two 
IOOnths holidays every year to nothing you know, that 
kind of stuff. I sure don't spend lOOney like I used 
to (13 years seniority). 
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Another loss of identity which was particularly difficult for 

these displaced workers was identification as highly paid workers. 

People knew that employees of Labatt's and Seagram's made good money and 

there was a certain amount of prestige that went with that reputation. 

That the loss of paid vacation and high wages were indicated as the roost 

difficult aspects of dealing with the closures points to the primarily 

instrumental valuation of these jobs for the workers. 

The change in identity as consumers is linked to the change in 

wages which the employees experienced. This change bears out the idea 

that the jobs held were instrumentally valuable. The respondents spoke 

of cutting out of their budgets the luxury items such as cottages, 

vacations in Florida, and new vehicles. others indicated that the 

uncertainty regarding the future would cause them to be more careful in 

their spending. The roost dranatic change was in ever}'day expenditures. 

The displaced, highly-paid workers changed from carefree consumers to 

price-conscious shoppers. 

When I worked there, I never did ~thout anything 
but that has changed. Like I always had a new 
vehicle and, I don't know, bought whatever I wanted 
but things ••• now it's different. Financially it's 
different (Production - Seagram's). 



I won't be spending as freely as I did when I was at 
Labatt's, not that I spent that much but I will tend 
to watch ~ money a little bit more, because I don't 
know what's down the road (Bottling - Labatt' s ) • 

I never even had an idea how much bread or udlk 
cost. I had no idea. I'd just go grocery shopping, 
fill the cart up and not even pay attention to what 
things cost. And I mean, it sounds ridiculous 
because it was a factory job but it was such a good 
factory job that we really did live a really good 
life as far as being ••• We didn't spend frivolously 
but we just had not a care in the world as far as 
finances went. Not a care in the world (Bottling -
Seagram's) • 
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One positional attribute which was not RUssed was the feeling 

of being "stuck" in a job or factory. Being stuck was a reference to 

being able to accomplish more significant things than one was doing in 

the factory and yet being held back in some way. 

It was kind of a good thing for JqySelf. I felt like 
I was kind of wasting away in ~ position there. I 
was getting lazy and I wasn't what I should have 
been, unfortunately. In a big plant, big 
organization, you don't get to do what you think you 
should have done. (Plant Services - Labatt's). 

Some felt that a lack of experience in anything else but factory work 

kept them from getting other kinds of work and thus accomplishing 

something more significant. However, there were reports of people 

having significant credentials for another line of work and still 

working at Seagram's or Labatt's. The largest single reason given for 

being stuck was the high wages which one could earn in either plant. 

I don't think I'd ever let JqySelf get, maybe in as 
much a rut as Seagram's where, that's what happened 
to so many people. There's a lot of really 
intelligent people there that even started college 
or university but they got in the rut of making the 
big dollars and couldn't get out. And you couldn't. 
Like I said, no matter how brutal of a day you had, 



you didn't even think about quitting because you 
knew that there wasn't anything else paying that 
kind of money (Bottling - Seagram's). 
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The result of the plant closures in this case was seen to be "a blessing 

in disguise" in that it forced people out of the "rut" so that they 

could freely choose to do something which was deemed to be loftier than 

factory ~rk. 

I think a lot of people, that's what they needed 
because like I said, I'd still be there and I didn't 
use my brain in there. So, I needed that. I needed 
to be kicked out. There was people in there with 
their Master's [degrees]; people, like teachers and, 
I don't know what other occupations, but everybody 
got stuck in there because of the money. You know, 
"I can't make this ntlch money doing what I went to 
university for four years for" (Bottling -
Seagram's) • 

While some positional attributes were lost in the transition, 

others were gained. Being identified as unemployed could be considered 

an aspect of social identity (above), however Burman (1988) notes that 

there is a very individualizing impact of unemployment. It 1s in this 

regard that being unemployed can be considered to be a part of personal 

identity. In addition to being denied a significant social identity by 

those who are employed (Burman, 1988), job searches and the 

unaffordability of the usual forms of recreational association were 

noted as separating former co-~rkers. 

Everybody just kind of ventured out and scrarrbled 
for ~rk. I still see a few of them but not like I 
did before. I see a couple of them regularly. The 
others I just see passing. It's just like everybody 
went into their little own ~rld after the closure. 
Like we used to go out to the hotel or something, 
have a couple beers maybe after work and that didn't 
last very long because we couldn't afford to have a 
couple of beers anymore (Bottling - Labatt's). 
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There was also a personal identity aspect to those taking on 

identities as students. The student identity distinguished the 

displaced worker from those who were still in the labour force, but the 

identity as an older, returning student also designated the individual 

as different from the other students. 

It was tough in so far as that everybody in the 
classroom, besides the teacher, was younger than me. 
That was the toughest part. It was enjoyable. It 
was different. I was there for a different reason 
this time. I was there to learn. I wasn't there to 
fool around like some of the other students in the 
class were (Bottling - Seagram's). 

Positional attributes of being a student and being unerrployed 

are aspects of identity which are terrporary and not particularly unique 

to displaced workers. A permanent and unique aspect of the displaced 

worker's personal identity is the positional attribute of being a plant 

closure veteran. Many of the displaced workers were very bitter toward 

their former enployers. They felt betrayed after having served so 

faithfully. 

A lot of people manifested that in being pissed off 
at the corrpany, being mad at the cOlll;)aI\y. A lot of 
people, 1 think, felt sort of personally betrayed. 
Like, "I've been a loyal enployee for twenty years 
and then you pull the carpet out from underneath ~ 
feet" (Brewing - Labatt 's). 

others experienced feelings of guilt, thinking that perhaps the closing 

was somehow their fault, individually or collectively. People wondered 

if being a closure veteran reflected badly on them in applying for other 

work. 

If there's anything I thought was a disadvantage, is 
you're into these interviews saying what a good job 
you did and how you were in charge of this and in 



charge of that but then the plant closed, you know. 
I always have that in the back of mind too. "O.K. 
well yeah, I did do this and I did do that but the 
end result was the plant closed. I did so well the 
plant closed" (Brewing - Labatt's). 
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Finally, the displaced workers became wary of trusting another company. 

While this is a mark of the closure veteran it is also a vivid contrast 

to the dedication these people showed to their employers before the 

closing. This change in dedication is a shift in a personal quality 

exhibited by the displaced workers and as such will be discussed in the 

next section. 

Personal Quali t:ies 

Several personal characteristics by which people defined 

themselves changed or came to light as people adjusted to their 

displacement. Looking back on how they have fared since the closing, 

many of the respondents referred to themselves as "lucky." They were 

lucky to have landed a decent job, or one that paid a better wage than 

they thought they were going to get. They were lucky in that they 

hadn't lost their house or car or other material possessions. Rather 

than a belief in a subjective ~tical force, these people were 

expressing a comparison between themselves and others whom they knew or 

of whom they had some knowledge. In each case, people could cite 

exanples of others who had a particularly bad time adjusting. Some 

related stories about others with whom I had spoken, and thus I was able 

to compare the evaluations. Those who were reported to have had a rough 

time seemed to feel that they had fared rather well. The positive 

evaluation of one's own experience and the negative evaluation of the 
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experience of others has t~ possible explanations. First, this may be 

a coping strategy for the displaced ~rkers used to keep up their own 

roorale. Second, this situation may be the result of negativism in the 

communication between former co-workers. Having experienced a common 

tragedy, these people could be relating only the experiences of others 

which can be interpreted as consistent ~th the negative evaluation of 

the closing as a whole. These two explanations could work in tandem or 

the second could have the first as an unintended consequence. 

Under the rubric of consumer identity, many displaced ~rkers 

changed their brand loyalties in the area of alcohol consunption. The 

boycott of Labatt's and Seagram's products was ~despread among the 

former errployees. Those who did not boycott the products acknowledged 

that their loyalty to the brands they had previously produced were not 

as strong as they had been. The boycott participants pointed out that 

the products were of top quality -- for some it was a boycott of their 

favourite brand. There were no delusiOns on the part of the displaced 

~rkers about being able to hurt the conpanies in any way. It was a 

simple and very personal statement of disapproval over the shutdowns. 

I don't know if that's one way of sort of seeking 
revenge. I guess subconsciously in ~ mind it is. 
Not that ~ purchases aroounted a whole lot to 
Seagram's, but hopefully jOintly ~th other people -
- if I convince other people of the same -- that's 
~ way of kind of stinging Seagram's back (Bottling 
- Seagram's). 

They make a good product. By far they made a good 
product but I couldn't drink their product any more. 
That wouldn't be fair to nn-'Self (Production -
Seagram's) . 
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Many of the displaced workers noted that they had become Il'Ore 

independent or discovered that they could be Il'Ore independent than they 

had previously thought. 

we had no notion that there would be Il'Ore of this. 
It was just kind of like, well you know, are you 
going hang around and feel really bad or are you 
going to get on with it, kind of thing. You're a 
"get on with i til sort of person deep down, which we 
didn't know either. When you're some place for 
twenty years you don't get a chance often to know 
that (Spouse - Maintenance - Seagram's). 

Becoming independent suggests that one was dependent at one point in 

time and thus much of this discussion relates back to the idea of being 

stuck while at Seagram's or Labatt's. Some displaced workers phrased 

their independence as becoming Il'Ore aggressive -- not in terms of an 

emtional problem, but in the sense that they were becamdng Il'Ore active 

in shaping their own affairs. 

Maybe I'm a little Il'Ore aggressive now, if that's 
what you mean. You get a little Il'Ore of your 
aggression back. But other than that, no. Yeah you 
have to be a little Il'Ore aggressive, getting out of 
a big scenar io like that. It does change you and I 
don't know if anyone in his right mind could say it 
doesn't. You fall into this scenario that you can't 
get out of; if there's ten guys doing this, there's 
no way that one guy can change those ten guys. 
There is not a chance in hell, and that's exactly 
what happened (Plant Services - Labatt's). 

well, I'm probably Il'Ore aggressive for business and 
that. Plus, if another better job comes along, if 
the Il'Oney's better I'll go there if there's a future 
in the place. There's nothing really holding me 
anywhere right now (Maintenance - Seagram's). 

Changing the locus of control of one's life was an important issue for 

Il'Ost of the respondents . Previously, the locus of control for many 

enployees lay with the errployer. Since they felt betrayed through that 
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situation, the displaced workers internalized the locus of control such 

that they felt in charge of their own affairs. 

Before I'd always sit back and wait for things, for 
people to tell me what they wanted me to do. Where, 
since leaving Labatt's, I'm calling ~ own shots. 
It's what I want to do not what someone else wants 
me to do. I'm in control, not someone else is in 
control. WOrking in a factory, they're in control. 
I've also learned that I'm responsible for 
everything that happens to me, good, bad, or 
whatever doesn't happen to me -- I'm responsible. I 
look myself in the mirror and say, "I made it happen 
or I didn't make it happen." I can't blame it on 
this person or this person or the other guy 
(Bottling - Labatt's). 

Finally, a personal quality which Is valued by conpanies has 

been altered. The displaced workers of Seagram's and Labatt's in 

Waterloo were at one point a dedicated, loyal workforce. Both conpanies 

had acknowledged the excellence of these groups of workers. However, 

when the plants closed in spite of the enployees' dedication, many vowed 

never to give their loyalty to another company. 

You hear about the econo~ and that, and then you've 
been through a plant closure ... I think it really 
grinds the fact into you, "Yeah, there's something 
changing the economy and it's never really affected 
me before, but now I'm a key player In what's 
happened." It sure bites home and it changes you as 
a person because, I know myself, I will NEVER have 
loyalty to any company like that again because I'll 
never put Jl'!YSelf in a position where I feel gui! ty 
for anybody. The way I look at it now, if I'm being 
treated as a number, then that's exactly what I'm 
going to do. I go to work, punch in, do ~ job, and 
I leave. And if the coopany burns down that night, 
tough shit. There's other jobs out there. So the 
loyalty factor, as far as being a loyal enployee, is 
over, and I don't think any company will ever regain 
that from me. I don't care who it is (Bottling -
Seagram's) • 



I still do ~ job and try to do it good at [the auto 
parts plant}, but I'm not ••• it's not to keep them 
going anyroore. It's just to keep me busy and earn 
~ pay cheque, but it's for me not for the conpany 
anyroore. I'm going to try to keep them open, but r 
don't have the dedication to, I never will have to 
another company again like I did at Labatt's 
(Bottling - Labatt's) 

Thus, these workers continue to work for other companies, but there is 

something withheld. They have not protested by withdrawing from the 

system, but they participate grudgingly, seeking only to satisfy their 

personal desires. Many workers displayed a mercenary attitude toward 

work: they would work for the highest bidder on their labour. The 

loyalty which would keep a person at a company is gone. 
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OVerall, social identities were maintained by these displaced 

workers. Identi ties associated with groups of direct participation 

seemed to be the JOOSt relevant, as Shibutani stated they would be 

(1972:165). There were no changes noted in the substance of identities 

based in social categories. Some of these identities received new 

promdnence in the individual's schema. 

Identification with the Waterloo plants and with the people 

there appeared stronger than identification with the company or a social 

category. Even those who were very bitter toward the company spoke well 

of their former waterloo co-workers individually as parts of friendship 

groups or as a whole plant. 

Personal identities associated with work tended to change 

greatly. There were some tenporary alterations as people took on 
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transitional roles and the identities which accompanied those positions. 

The changes to personal identity tend to converge on the last aspect 

indicated, that of loyalty to corrpanies. At this point, the change is 

individual. However, this particular transformation converges with the 

worker's social role as part of the labour force. As such it becorres an 

aspect of the social identity of the worker or errployee. Therefore, 

this may be the subtle beginning of a change to the workers social 

identity, which was not noted as social identity was exandned directly. 



WI' I Dl(H;SS ••• 

In addition to the main findings of this study there have been 

several interesting sidelights that are worthy of note. First, 

although the closures were interpreted by the workers as being 

completely negative events, there were changes in personal identities 

which were seen as positive. Those who were "stuck" were "set free"; 

many people realized that they could operate independently of Labatt's 

or Seagram's. Some entered occupations where they are nuch JOOre 

fulfilled than they felt they were before the closings. Having said 

this, however, one would be hard-pressed to find an individual who is 

glad that either plant closed. 

Second, it appears that the prondnence of identities based on 

social categories is linked to one's position in the labour market. 

Thus as one's position relative to the labour market changes so does the 

prondnence of identities such as gender, age, race and ethnicity. 

Before the closing, the enployees of Labatt's and Seagram's were 

involved in an internal labour market which was primarily navigated on 

the basis of seniority (a positional attribute). Upon terndnation, 

these workers entered an external labour market in which social 

identities are often used as proxies for JOOre personal qualities (Reskin 
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& Roos, 1990:36). Thus the change in promdnence is not due to a choice 

Dade by the worker, but due to the change in circumstance. 

Third, identities based in social categories such as class, 

gender, race, and ethnicity were difficult to assess. According to 

Willis (1977), selection of occupation is an important indicator of the 

succession of class identity. For the JOOst part the displaced workers 

from Seagram's and Labatt's sought to continue working in blue collar 

jobs. Using Willis' criteria, then, this would indicate that this group 

of workers maintained a working class identity. While gender, race, and 

ethnicity did not seem to be overtly significant as identities in 

relation to work, it is possible that there is an external indicator 

which is couching these identities as well. Choice of occupation seems 

to be a likely candidate, although the data from this particular study 

do not permd t a corrplete analysis in this regard. 

Fourth, in the discussion regarding advanced notice, 

retraining & re-education, and relocation, the focus in the literature 

was found to be on the length of unerrployment and the level of wages 

after re-employment (Nord & Ting, 1991; Howland, 1988; Portis & Suys, 

1970). The relationship between these variables has been illuminated 

(and conplicated) by the findings of this study. Personal Volition was 

central to the usefulness of advanced notice, retraining and re

education. Emotional ties to the community kept some from relocating. 

Conflict between the union and management kept one program from being 

utilized to its fullest potential. Also, the way in which the programs 

were offered proved to affect the success of them. Each of these is a 



valid intervening variable, which should be used in future research on 

displaced workers. 
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Fifth, it is apparent that in the case of plant closures, 

transitions of personal identity are far greater than transitions of 

social identity. Personal identities are the individual contents which 

are ordered by a roore stable framework of social identities. The 

transformation of social identities would require a wider social 

upheaval. An isolated plant closure does not provide such an irrpetus. 

However, the accumulated effect of plant closures over a period of time 

may erode the framework of social identities slowly. 

Thus the question arises: Is the inpact of a plant closing 

restricted to the individuals and the community surrounding the place of 

employment or is there a broader, long-term effect? Most of the workers 

at both plants indicated that they would never give their loyalty to 

another company again. Many people also acknowledged that this was not 

the first time they were involved in a closure. As roore and roore people 

are affected by plant closures, it is probable that corporations will be 

left with workers who no longer are willing to risk loyalty to the 

company. This may result in higher rates of turnover with employees 

seeking higher short-term gain over what they see as an empty promdse of 

long-term stability and security. Businesses operating with their eye 

on the bottom line, seeking to improve efficiency, may in the long run 

be collectively working against that goal. Conpanies have to give roore 

and roore to encourage workers to stay, but in the end the workers are 

becoming increasingly cynical. 



This research points to several areas for further 

investigation in the area of identity and worker displacement. Several 

of the respondents indicated that their spouses and children had a 

harder time dealing with the closure than they did themselves. The 

impact of displacement on spouses and children has been mentioned in the 

literature on displacement, but their response to that impact has again 

been neglected. How do the families of displaced workers manage the 

transition? How are their identities altered? 

Also within the context of the family, how are gender roles in 

the home affected by displacement? Limdted evidence from this study 

indicates that spouses changed their labour market involvement as a 

direct result of the plant closures. Some changed jObs, while others 

entered the labour force or increased their participation, but in each 

case the reason given for the change was to regain lost income. 

Regarding the division of labour in the home, Fantasia (1988) suggests 

that changes in this area due to tenporary work upheavals are also 

tenporary. W1ere the changes in work are longer-lasting or permanent, 

are the changes in the home permanent as well? 

This investigation began with the assumption that a transition 

in the area of one's work would be acconpanied by a transition in one's 
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identity. That assurrption was validated by the findings. There was a 

complicated set of identities which the displaced workers managed in 

order to make sense of new developments in their lives resulting from 

the plant closures. lrIlile some of the adjustments affected only the 

workers' identities, the possible cumulative effect of the displaced 

workers' changing position within the labour force points to a possible 

future social transformation. 

The focus of this investigation has been to deterndne how 

workers have managed their identities in light of a plant closure. It 

has been shown that a complex web of identities has been involved in the 

transition from one work situation to another and thus there is not a 

simple exchange of one work role for the next. The distinction of 

personal and social identity given by McCall & Simmons (1966) has proven 

to be profitable for the elaboration of this transformation. The 

overlap of categories and the multiple classification of some aspects of 

identity has also shown that Burman's (1988) indication of the interplay 

between social and personal identity holds true. Shibutani's (1972) use 

of the term "reference group" was successfully integrated in order to 

further delineate social identity. Finally, it was discovered that 

personal identity could be divided into those aspects which were 

positional attributes and those which were personal qualities. Since 

identi ty is a product of interaction, determining who the participants 

in that interaction are has helped to illundnate the process of a 

particular identity transition. 



The two articles provided in this appendix were originally 

printed in the Kitchener-W6terloo Record shortly after the announcement 

of the respective closings. They are reprinted with permission' to 

provide an overview of the history of each plant in the community of 

Waterloo. The third section of the appendix is the question guideline 

which was used while interviewing the primary research subjects. 

HIST<RY CF ~'S IN WM"J!RLOO 

HISTCRY CF THE LAB1d'T'S PLANT IN WMELOO 

• Verbal permission was granted on February 2, 1995, by Don 
McCUrdy, managing editor of the Kitchener waterloo Record, to reprint 
these articles for the purposes of this thesis only. Any republication 
would require permission of the original copyright holder. 
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HIST<RY (Ii' ~ts IN WA.TJ!RL(X) 

"Wld'IiRLOO .MiD tlUSKY: "l'H8Y GmW tp ".l"OGB'ftI8R1t 
By Barry Ries (Staff - Kitchener-ftr13terloo Record) 

originally published October 20, 1990 

fhe ilposiDg preseDce of tbe 
Seagral distillery ~as looled o,er 
laterloo's core for geleratlols, t~e ~eady 
slell of IiS~ fore,er perleating t~e air, 
the cloads of steal palctarilg tbe cold 
viater sty. 

fhe slell of booze vas 
lleltricably lilted to the arola of loney 
aId the odoar of pover, all boald togetber 
to belp fori a siall city vit~ fale oat of 
all proportiol to its size. 

lien tbe last bottle of 
vbisty leaves Seagral's laterloo 
distillery sOle tile il 1"2, it viII be 
lore thaI al ildastry that dies. 

It viII be laterloo's heart. 
Ibel Kayor Brial farnball 

vas told 'riday tbat tie distillery voald 
close, be vas, as asaal, vearilg a gold 
and blact laterloo city lapel pil 01 iis 
suit jactet. 

fhe laterloo Sistils boctey 
teal vears gold aId blact. fie city's 
garbage tracts are gold and blact. 

Gold aId black vere the 
racing coloars of tbe old Seagral Stables. 
fhey are also the coloars on the rlbboDs 
01 bottles of Seagral's Y.O. (Yery Ova, 
Dot Very Old) whisty. 

Blact aId gold, gold aId 
black; vbisky aid laterloo grev ap 
togetber. 

fbe driviDg force betveel 
t~is barlonioas relatiolshlp vas Josepb 
III Seagral, the SOl of Octavias Aagastas 
Seagral of InglaDd, vbo par chased an iln 
aId tvo farlS at risber's Kills (IOV 
betveen Calbrldge and t~e laterloo-Gaelpb 
regiolal airport). 

Joseph, borD il 1141, 
attelded Dr. fassie's School for 80ys Ilov 
Galt collegiate), then basiness school aid 
began a career as a liller il Stratford. 

II II", be tarried 
Step~anie Irb, vbose Ilcle, Ililial 
lespeler, ovaed part of tbe Grallte Iliis 
01 Bea,er (IOV Laarel) Creek II laterloo. 

lespeler's partlers were 
George landall aId lillial 1005. Gralite 
Kills voald cbarge I. per cent to lill 
farlers' grain aId tbe laterloo lillers 
iad discovered by 1857 tbat a good vay to 
dispose of tbat grain vas to like it ilto 
vUsky. 

listorial leI IcLalgbli. 
reported il ~is recelt history of laterloo 
t~at by 1"1, tie Gralite lills vas 
prodacilg 12,.0. barrels of floar aId its 
.Ibsidiary dIstIllery vas prodlcilg learly 
3,8 •• barrels of ~isky per year, viti tie 
ovaers ia,ilg 'great difficalty leeting 
tie delinds for tiis vbisty.' 

laldall and Bespeler ral a 
geleral store viere the Bail Piarlicy olce 
stood 01 lilg Street and bottled t~e booze 
il a back alley blildilg olce occapied by 
tie laterloo Glove Co. 

II 1878, Seagral bOlgbt oat 
Bespeler's ilterest aid tbe cOlpalY vas 
tiel tlOIl as Seagral, landall aid loos. 
Ie boagbt Olt tiose partlers il 1883, 
becolilg sole oVler, aId iltrodacilg tie 
still-popular Seagral's '3 ¥bisky bI val 
of celebratiol. 

Ultil iis deat~ il 1'1', 
Josepi III Seaglal dOlllated social, 
political aId basiless circles il 
laterloo. 

Ie vas, il ICLalgilin's 
viev, 'laterloo's forelOst ildlstrialist 
aid civic leader il tie liDeteeltb 
celtary.. I 

Ibile overseeilg eltelsive 
elpalsiols to tbe distillery, Seagral vas 
also a fOlnder of tbe Globe 'Irlitare Co., 
viose baildilgs are 10V ovaed by tie city. 
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Ie vas also a fouDder of t~e laterloo 
Coanty LoaD aid Savings COlpany. 

Ie vas a close personal 
frield of the forler goverlor geleral, 
Lord Grey, aDd a leiber of SOle of 
Canada's lOst prestigious social clubs: 
t~e Rideal il Ottava, t~e latioDal, AlbalY 
aid lort clubs iD Toronto, aid tbe 
sOlevhat less prestigioas laterloo Cllb, 
"ich still elists on Irb Street. 

lorses frol the Seagral 
stable VOl t~e Qaeea's Plate for eight 
cODsecutive years, frol la91 to 1'98, aId 
Seagral hilSelf vas president of the 
Ontario Joctey Cllb frol 190' to 1'17 aDd 
~elped fOlnd the Ciladial Racing 
lssociatiol il 1908. 

Qleen's Plate and later 
ling's Plate days vere ilportalt il 
laterloo. If a Seagral ~orse vas 
Victorious, t~e nevs vas vired to laterloo 
aid a flag was raised on the distillery's 
flag pole to alnounce t~e good nevs to one 
and all. 

In 1'93, Seagral donated 13 
acres of land to Berlin aid laterloo for 
what becale the I-I lospital site (he 
refused to blild ~is ~ole on the land, 
called Greenbash, vhen ~e learled it vas 
entirely vithiD Berlin). 

Ie also served 01 laterloo 
tOlD coalcil frol 1.7' to I •• ' aDd vas tbe 
Conservative KP for laterloo lorth frol 
la" to 1'08. 

1& a politiCian, he was a 
force to be rectoned vit~. Be didn't 
staDd for re-electiol iD 1'08 and the seat 
veDt to lillial LYOD KacieDzie lilg of t~e 
Liberals, later Calada's longest-servilg 
prlle Iinister. 

INactenzie ling vas paranoid 
aboat t~e possible ilfluelce in t~e riding 
of Joseph I. Seagral,1 VIote KcLaaghlil. 
Ililg had olce told the Liberal leader, 
Sir lilfrid Lalrier, that he vould lite to 
s~ov ~il t~at 'there Is sOlet~ilg lore 
t~an 10ley aid whisty iD laterloo lorth, 
sOlething t~at leither of t~ese can 
reacb.'1 

"el lilg lost t~e election 
il I'll, ~e blaled local whisty IOney. 

ITbe distiller aid bis 
allies bad corrupted the people aid joined 
all forces opposllg reCiprocIty,' 
KcLaughlil qlotes lilg sayilg. IBad there 
beel 10 bribery, had bribery beeD eyeD 
less thai vholesale, I vOlld have VOl 
oat.' 

Joseph III Seagral died il 
It1', leavilg tbree SOlS: Edvard, Tholas 
aid lorlin. Edvard, vbo had beel liyor of 
laterloo frol 1906 to 1907, toot cOltrol 
of the falily busiDess, incladiDg t~e 
falOas Seagral stable and stud farl. 

BaDd leader c.r. Tbiele 
persuaded tbe falily to dODate an 
elaborate bandshell to the tOlD in 
Joseph's telory. 

T~e farl aid stables vere 
alotber tOlD IIrvel. Totallilg sOle 225 
acres, they featnred a five-eigbth-lile 
ildoor tract. The laid ilcluded "at is 
10V the Tovers plaza site 01 Bridgeport 
Road, together vith the laterloo railly I, 
loses Sprilger Part, the Tien Boa lin, a 
beer store, aid hotes on LilcolD Road and 
lactay Crescelt. 

II 1'2', Edvard IIde the 
coapany pablic, issaiDg 250,'00 sbares at 
$15 each for a total of $3.75 lilliol. 
Tvo years later, durlDg tbe heigbt of 
lIericaD prohibltioD, SalOel BroDtIlD'S 
Distillers Corporatiol Ltd. of 10Dtreal 
toot over Seagral's aDd slbseqaeDtly 
bee ale t~e vorld's largest distilling 
firl: Distillers CorporatioD-Seagral's 
Ltd. 

laterloo vhisty floved il 
torreDts to tbe vast lIericaD IIrtet. It 
vasD't illegal to elport "isty aid 
stoppilg ilports vas the lIericaDs' 
problel. 

Sales lot OIly built braId 
loyalty, bat Ir. Sal, as tbe seDior 
BrOliliD vas tDolI, also had tbe foresigbt 
to stoct avay vast qaaDtltles of booze 
peDdilg the ead of prohlbit!OD. 

Ihel tbe eld cate, Seagral's 
was ready vlth lates of aged aDd vell-
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bleDded whlsty frol laterloo ready for 
distributioD. UpOD the death of &dward 
Seagral il 1931, Ilch of the estate was 
sold, iDCludlDg the farl. ror the lelt 28 
years, it was Ised by SchDeider's for 
fatteDiDg livestock. 

lach fall, 4,008 sheep vere 
brought il aid put 01 the elclosed track. 
rhe slell was terrible. 

'It ased to haDg over the 
city lIte a cloud, but we got a good prIce 
for the IiDure,' 'orlil Schneider olce 
recalled. 

rhe Seagral hOle 01 Ililow 
Street becale aD orphalage. TveDty years 
later, to lirk the cOlpalY's celteDary, 
Seagral's dODated a $250,880 stadial to 
laterloo College - DOW the Uliversity of 
literloo's Seagral Stadill. 

The last Seagral to sit OD 
the board of Seagral's was Joseph &dward 
rroude Seagral, idward r.'s SOD. 

Ie also sat OD laterloo's 
tOlD couDcil (1938-31) aDd he oIDed CaDbar 
Products Ltd., aD ilportaDt BroafliD 
supplier. 

Although the distillery lay 
be goilg, other Seagral iDterests reliiD 
i8 laterloo, iD ole fori or alother. The 
ICoDollcal Kutual rlre IDsuraDce Co., 
DOliDioD Life, I-I lospital, lestlGUDt 
Golf aDd CouDtry Club, gold aid black 
garbage tructs. 

11 19'1, a year after Joseph 
&dvard rroude Seagral's death, Charles 
BroafliD arrIved at the sale lestlouDt 
Golf aid couDtry Club aDd aDDolDced plals 
for a $4-lillioD luseul. 

'Of all our plaits, tie ole 
11 laterloo Is sacrosalct,' JrolfliD said. 
'You're dealilg with sOletiilg tbat lIves 
aid breathes. 

'rhe iaportant thiDg il tie 
plaDt is the quality of the people. tiey 
iave al old-fashloled work ethic aDd a 
hell of a lot of pride II what they're 
doiDg.' 

ODe of the people at 
BrODfIaD'S side that day vas Gabor 
JelllDek, a Seagral elecDtive wio worked 

at tie laterloo plaDt il tie 19'0's. It 
was JelliDek vbo returDed to laterloo 01 
rriday to allOllce tie plait's closiDg. 
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HISTCRY (Ii' '!'HE LABAT'!' I S PLANT IN WIm!RIOO 
II[.ABATTI S 'DIIRD PR(PRlB"l'{R (Ii' ~Y" 

by Tom Nunn (Staff - Kltchener-fll3terloo Record) 
originally published Hay 14, 1992 

Allost 158 years of breving 
~istory viII ,anisb frol laterloo viel 
Labatt Brevilg Co. sblts dOli its beer 
plaIt later tiis year. 

!ie large, sil-acre site 01 
'ilg street il dOIDtOVD laterloo ~as beel 
part of laterloo's breving tradition since 
18U. 

Iben tie creator of 
tele,isiol's !SI sports letvork aId part
olDer of tie forolto II Ie Jays bOlgit t~e 
site 15 years ago, it becale tbe tbird 
proprietor of a brevery tiat ranks alolg 
tie forler Seagral's distillery for its 
past role il t~e City's ildlstrial 
iIstory. 

Cotbiled viti Seagral's 
closing of its distillery last year, tie 
loss of Labatt's viII lea,e Waterloo vitb 
OIly tie slall Brick Breving Co. to carry 
tie city's brevilg tradition ilto tie 
fltare. 

David Illtl built tie 
origilal plaIt at 155 liDg st. S., il 
1144. 

'IntI, a bricklaker, cooper 
aId brever, lade all of the bricts for tie 
first brevery and part of slrvivllg 
sectiol of tbe orlgilal buildllg today. 

'IntI Old Gerlln Lager vas 
first breved tiere in 1854, vben DavId 
'iltl breved it dlrilg tbe day aid peddled 
it il a ~eelbarrov at light for sil celts 
a ,Iart. 

!ie recipe for tie origllal 
lilt I Old Gerlal Lager vas banded dOli to 
Labatt's after .eleratioDs of brevin. by 
tbe Iintl falily. 

Vbel Labatt's bOlgbt tbe 
plaDt, it first bad to .et designatiol of 
tbe lear by 'iltl residelce as a bistoric 
property, viere tbe iOle vas fIlly 
restored aId serves as a local leeting 

place, a civic receptioD ~all aid COlpalY 
larketil. departlent. 

!be 1i8 ~o blilt t~e 
origilal brevery at lilg aId lillial 
streets il laterloo, reliiled allOst 
ilvisible il piotos aId pailtilgs aid 
reflsed to allov bis pictlre to be taten 
dlril. bis lifetile. 

11 artist vas cOllissioned 
to pailt bis portrait vbile be vas propped 
IP dead il a rockil. chair, 1 •• rears a90. 

I. P. Taylor of ottava 
bOlgbt tbe 'iltl brevery il 1'29 aid 
alalgalated it vit~ t~e Cirlilg Brevery il 
LOldol, Olt., ~ici closed il 1925. 

Like Labatt's, tbe 'Inti 
brevery slrvived t~e probibitiol era, bit 
falily cODtrol of t~e blsiless elded vbel 
Taylor picked it Ip. 

!ie paintilg of brevery 
fOIDder Da,id 'IDtl took a rOlldabout 
roate, passiDg tbrough Taylor's office il 
!orolto, aid tiel throlgb variols bands 
Defore it filally reaeied a plblie display 
it UBI. 

At t~at tile, ~is portrait 
vas placed 01 plblic eliibitiol at the 
Labatt's Illtl loase. 

!be portrait vas loaled for 
t~e display by Bert '1Itz, of litcheler, 
v~o is a lati,e of MildliY, bit is 
Ilrelated to t~e "Itz fali1y of laterloo 
brevll9 fale. 

Labatt's ~ad beel elcllded 
as al 'official' sipplier of beer to I-I 
Oktoberfest tbat year for lirketilg 
reasols aid decided to stIll play a role 
viti its OlD display. 

lerbert lintz, a grildsol of 
tbe foulder, iose to be a ,ice-president 
of Carlilg's aid persladed tie board of 
directors at ole pOilt to keep t~e 
laterloo brevery opel ratier tbal 
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aaalgaaate Clrllog aid '11tZ operatlols 10 
t~e Loodol site. 

Ie served 01 t~e board of 
t~e corporatioo .Itil .is death il 1945, 
alt~olgh t~e failly lale vas s'pplalted by 
Carlllg Olleefe 11 19.0. 

'y the tile Labattls arrived 
01 the scele, rlslog deaald for Labattls 
braIds 10 Oltarlo aId the United states 
led the LOldol-based cOlpany to blY the 
brewery. 

Since theo, the plait ~as 
bee I equipped witb updated pactagilg 
equlpaelt aId cOlputers to help elployers 
brew lore thai 508,880 hectolltres of beer 
a year. 

1 history of the brewery 
t~at appeared in a 1998 boot 01 Waterloo 
describes Labattls as settlDg It sigbts 
'for the 1990 ls aid beyold O. a cOlti.uilg 
role as a responsible elployer, cOllUlity 
b,ilder aId clstodian of a. Ilportaot part 
of local .istory.' 
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INTJ!RVImI SCHEIU..E rm tIRa!RS 

Guiding question: How did you manage / deal with things in light of the 
plant closing? What specific things happened and what did you do? 

PRELIMINARY TIME Sgm?1E 
Pre-announcement 
Post-announcement 
Closure 
Unemployment (if applicable) 
Temporary job(s) (if applicable) 
Permanent job (if applicable) 

BASE DATA - 3x5 card 
Age: 
Gender: 
Race / Ethnicity: 
other supporting person's in the home?: 
Nuni:>er of dependents: 
Occupation before the closure: 
tenure: 
Present occupation: 
tenure: 

1. lrIlat was it like to ~rk at the plant before the closure was 
announced? 
2. Would you say that you enjoyed the actual ~rk itself? 
3. ~t were your social relationships like at that time? 
4. Are you related to anyone else in the plant? 
5. How active were you in the union? 
6. How did all this change after the closure was announced? 
(~rk, relationships, union activity) 
7. (Labatt' s) Did you participate in any of the picketing, etc.? 
8. lilly do you think the plant closed? Could you see it coming? 
9. ~t did you do to prepare for the closure? 
10. Mlat kind of ~rk were you looking for? 
11. (Labatt's) Did you try for a transfer? 
12. (Labatt's) Do you have any comments on how the transfers were done? 
13. ~t were the largest problems that you faced as a result of the 
closing? 
14. Do you still have close friends from the plant? 
15. Do you feel that you had any disadvantages in finding another job? 
16. Do you think you have changed in any way as a result of the closure? 
17. ~t brand of liquor / beer do you dr ink? 
18. Is there anything we haven't talked about that is inportant to this 
topiC? 
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